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Abstract 
The effect of greenhouse gas emissions contributing to the global warming is 
today becoming an increasingly important problem worldwide and has led to 
increased efforts being made on improving tribological performance of 
interacting surfaces in mechanical systems. Due to increasingly stringent CO2 
regulations, a reduced fuel consumption has become a key area of interest for 
the automotive industry where low cost, low emission solutions are continuously 
developed and where low friction alternatives to machine elements currently in 
use are evaluated.  

Crankshaft roller bearings have been shown to reduce the mechanical friction 
in internal combustion engines compared to the plain (sliding) bearings used 
today, further leading to a reduced fuel consumption and thereby reduced CO2 
emissions. However, the transition from plain (sliding) bearings into crankshaft 
roller bearings means new challenges with e.g. increased noise, vibration and 
harshness (NVH) levels and reduced durability of the bearings. Therefore, in 
order to optimise the crankshaft roller bearings that operate under the highly 
transient conditions in the engine, an increased understanding of the tribological 
system is required. 

Research related to elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) has led to the 
possibility to improve friction performance and durability of machine elements 
where lubricated non-conformal contact geometries interact. Traditionally, 
simplifications of the contacting geometries and the assumption of steady-state 
conditions have often been applied to the EHL analysis. The purpose of this 
work has thus been to develop a simulation model based on previous work done 
in the field and further utilise the model to simulate the contact on a detailed 
level, incorporating transient effects and the influence of oil behaviour using 
state-of-the-art modelling.  

The influence of the piezoviscous response and the compressibility-pressure 
behaviour of the lubricant on the sub-surface stress field were studied, showing 
that stiff lubricants may lead to increased stress concentrations in the vicinity of 
the surface, which may further influence the durability of the bearing. It was also 
seen that highly transient loading conditions applied to the contact initiate 
oscillations in the lubricated system, affecting pressure, film thickness and sub-
surface stresses over time. These findings further elucidate the importance of 
including non-steady behaviour while analysing highly transient lubricating 
conditions of EHL contacts. By considering and optimising the aforementioned 
effects during design of crankshaft roller bearings, an improved NVH 
performance and an increased durability of the crankshaft roller bearing may be 
achieved. 
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1 Introduction 
The effect of greenhouse gases contributing to the global warming is today 
becoming an increasingly important problem worldwide, where tribological 
improvements can contribute significantly to reduce energy losses and wear in 
mechanical systems [1]. The internal combustion engine (ICE) will likely 
continue to play an important role in the next couple of decades. The efficiency 
of a spark-ignition engine is  typically around 25-35% whereas for compression-
ignition diesel engines around 40-50% [2]. The development and evaluation of 
low cost, low emission solutions have therefore become a key area of interest 
for the automotive industry in order to efficiently achieve a sufficient fuel 
consumption reduction of the ICEs in order to cope with the increasingly 
stringent CO2 emission regulations.  

Holmberg et al. [3] developed a methodology to calculate losses in passenger 
cars, where it was shown that only around 21.5% of the fuel energy is used to 
actually move the vehicle. They also estimated that approximately 33% of the 
fuel energy is used to overcome frictional losses, including engine losses, 
transmission losses, energy to overcome rolling resistance and braking losses, 
whereas 11.5% of these losses can be related to engine losses. This means that 
for passenger cars around 208000 million litres of fuel, including both diesel 
and gasoline, were used to overcome friction in 2009. Furthermore, they argue 
that a reduction of 10% in mechanical losses will lead to a reduction of fuel 
consumption by 1.5% and that the reduction of friction losses will further lead 
to reduced exhaust and cooling losses, leading to an additional improvement of 
the fuel economy. The friction losses, including hydraulic losses, in an ICE can 
be divided into subgroups as follows [3]:  

� 45% of the friction losses are related to the piston assembly,  
� 30% of the friction losses are related to bearings and seals,  
� 15% of the friction losses are related to the valve train and 
� 10% of the friction losses are related to pump- and hydraulic losses. 

In the present work, the focus area to reduce friction losses and therefore 
reduce fuel consumption and CO2 emissions, is in the engine bearings. Today 
both the crankshaft main bearings and the connecting rod bearings are plain 
sliding bearings, which are operating under hydrodynamic lubrication 
conditions that implies relatively high shear losses following the relatively thick 
fluid film. This type of bearing also has the need of being supplied with 
pressurised oil, meaning that viscous losses in pumps and hydraulics are present. 
However, a low friction alternative to the plain sliding bearing is the rolling 
element bearing, working under elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL). The 
use of crankshaft roller bearings has by e.g. Tiemann et al. [4], Shattuck [5] and 
Baubet et al. [6] shown promising potential in reducing the fuel consumption of 
ICEs.  
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1.1 Crankshaft roller bearings 
Rolling element bearings consist of a number rolling elements, a cage to keep 
the rolling elements in place relative to each other, one inner ring and one outer 
ring. Due to the non-conformal contact geometry between the rolling elements 
and the rings, a relatively thin lubricating film will occur when a lubricant is 
added to the system, which will separate the surfaces due to the piezoviscous 
response of the lubricant and the concurrent elastic deformation of the 
interacting surfaces that occurs due to the relatively high contact pressures. This 
type of lubrication is commonly referred to as elastohydrodynamic lubrication 
(EHL) and is described in more detail in Section 2.  

The rolling motion between the rolling elements and the rings in rolling 
element bearings leads to reduced shear losses in the lubricant compared to the 
plain (sliding) bearings, meaning that lower friction losses will be achieved. 
However, the thin lubricating film and the more concentrated contact leads to 
increased stress concentration in the materials and less damping between the 
contacting surfaces, which may lead to durability problems and increased levels 
of noise. Plain (sliding) bearings are used in the vast majority ICEs produced 
today due to difficulties with assembling rolling element bearings on to the 
crankshaft, however, recent developments have led to successful 
implementation of roller bearings in crankshaft applications without 
significantly increased costs.  

The fuel consumption reduction achieved using crankshaft roller bearings 
was investigated by Baubet et al. [6]. They found that without considering the 
reduced hydraulic losses, an average of 2% reduced fuel consumption could be 
achieved by only replacing the original main bearings with rolling element 
bearings, i.e. keeping the conrod bearings as plain (sliding) bearings. During the 
first minutes of operation they noted even further reduced losses, where fuel 
savings up to 7.5% was achieved, which indicate an even bigger improvement 
of energy efficiency during low temperature operating condition. 

Buchmiller [7] replaced the crankshaft main bearings while only applying 
pressurised oil to the conrod plain sliding bearings, which indicated a fuel 
consumption reduction by up to 1.5% with the increased cost of approximately 
65 EUR. Furthermore, Tiemann et al. [4] achieved a reduced fuel consumption 
of 5.4% using a 4-cylinder 1.6 l gasoline engine according to the new European 
driving cycle (NEDC), by replacing not only the main bearings but also the 
conrod bearings. 

The use of crankshaft roller bearings was, however, shown by Tiemann et al. 
[4] to affect the engine durability significantly, they argued that the most 
important limiting factor of the bearing lifetime was related to the force 
transmitted through the bearing from the piston in combination with the rotating 
mass. They also mentioned that the NVH was influenced by replacing the plain 
sliding bearings with crankshaft roller bearings, which was correlated to the 
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change in the tribological system meaning thinner lubricating films and more 
concentrated contacts. Baubet et al. [6] also measured increased noise levels, 
especially during low speed and light loading conditions where the combustion 
noise was relatively low. Furthermore, Baubet et al. [6] optimised the rolling 
element geometry to improve the durability of the bearing.  

ICEs are today often driven at low engine speed and high constant torque. 
This, in combination with the increased use of hybrid systems that leads to 
increased start-stop conditions gives the rolling element bearings potential 
advantages compared to journal bearings regarding both friction and wear. 
However, before rolling element bearings can replace the plain (sliding) 
bearings as main bearings there are still challenges to be dealt with, especially 
when it comes to successfully replace the bearings in mass production engines 
to a sufficiently low cost. Important challenges to deal with are related to [4]–
[7]:  

� the assembly of the bearings onto the crankshaft,  
� the rolling contact performance in combination with engine oils, 
� the reduced durability using conventional crankshaft materials, 
� the NVH of the roller bearing engine. 

1.2 Purpose and aims 
In order to facilitate the implementation of crankshaft roller bearings in mass 
production engines, the present thesis aims at contributing with additional 
knowledge required to further deal with the aforementioned challenges 
mentioned in Section 1.1. This is done with focus on an increased fundamental 
understanding of the rolling contact performance of the crankshaft roller bearing 
itself and is achieved by the development and utilisation of a simulation model 
used to capture the influence of the operating- and lubricating conditions in ICEs 
that influence the NVH and durability of the bearing.  

While studying and understanding the individual contacts in the crankshaft 
roller bearing on a detailed level, an increased understanding of the EHL has to 
be achieved. EHL has been the subject of intense research during the past 70 
years [8]–[10] and have helped researchers and engineers to design and optimise 
lubricated concentrated contacts in various machine elements throughout 
history. The lubrication mechanisms of the roller bearing are similar to the 
lubricating conditions of other non-conformal contacts, meaning that the 
simulation model and findings of this project may also be applied to other 
machine elements such as gears and cam-roller followers, as long as the same 
assumptions and operating conditions apply.
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2 Elastohydrodynamic lubrication 
In any dry contact between two bodies in relative motion, friction and wear will 
take place. Due to the reduced efficiency following the friction losses and the 
reduced durability caused by the wear, these two phenomena are commonly seen 
as harmful, meaning that the goal often becomes reducing their influence to the 
highest degree possible. In order to efficiently reduce friction and wear in a 
contact, a lubricant can be added to the system, which in the case of a pressure 
build up in the lubricating film will lead to a separation of the surfaces. This 
way of separating the surfaces is commonly referred to as lubrication and will, 
due to the separation of the surfaces, lead to reduced wear and reduced friction 
losses due to the relatively low shear resistance of the lubricant. 

The degree of separation in a lubricated contact can be defined by how the 
load is carried in the contact. A common way of defining the degree of 
separation is by referring to three different regimes, namely: the boundary 
lubrication regime, the mixed lubrication regime and the full film lubrication 
regime, which are illustrated in Figure 2.1. The boundary lubrication regime is 
characterised by asperity-asperity contacts carrying the load, meaning that the 
wear and friction will be relatively high due to direct interaction between the 
surfaces. The mixed lubrication regime is characterised by having part of the 
load carried by the asperities and part carried by the lubricant, meaning partial 
separation of the surfaces, however with some direct surface interaction. Finally, 
the full film lubrication regime is defined by fully separated surfaces where the 
whole load is carried by the lubricant and the friction is defined by the losses in 
the lubricant. 

 
Figure 2.1. Schematic illustration of lubricating regimes defined by the 

degree of separation. 

The full film lubrication regime can be further divided into two types of 
lubrication, i.e. hydrodynamic lubrication (HL) and elastohydrodynamic 
lubrication (EHL). HL describes the lubrication in conformal contacts, where a 
relatively large contact area leads to a relatively low pressure (typically less than ]^_��) compared to that of non-conformal contacts (around !`] � a^b��), see 
Figure 2.2. In non-conformal contacts the pressures are high enough to both 
elastically deform the contacting bodes and to change the behaviour of the 
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lubricant, which are the characteristic phenomena concurrently present in EHL 
contacts.  

 

 
Figure 2.2. Illustration of conformal- and non-conformal contact. 

Furthermore, there are various types of EHL regimes, briefly described in Table 
2.1 that are conveniently described by the Moes parameters c and & [11] Moes 
parameters are simply two dimensionless groups used to describe the film 
thickness for a given contact geometry operating under given operating 
conditions. The EHL regime related to materials with high elastic modulus, 
which is typically the case in machine elements such as gears, rolling element 
bearings and, cam- roller followers where steel-steel contacts interact, is the 
piezoviscous-elastic regime, also commonly known as hard EHL.  

Table 2.1. Brief description of EHL regimes [12,13]. 

Regime Description 

Piezoviscous-
elastic regime 

Elastic deformation makes the contact more conformal 
where the lubricant is trapped inside the contact due to 
significant viscosity increase 

Isoviscous-
elastic regime 

The surfaces are highly deformable and the pressure 
will therefore not significantly increase the viscosity. 

Piezoviscous-
rigid regime 

The pressure is high enough to change the viscosity but 
the surface deformations are not significant. 

Isoviscous-
rigid regime 

This is not really an EHL regime since the elastic 
deformation and viscosity can be taken as constant. 

2.1 EHL in retrospect 
In 1883, an experimental setup was developed by an engineer named Tower 
[14], who set out to simulate the conditions found in the railway axle boxes used 
during that time. The experimental setup comprised of a shaft immersed in an 
oil bath with the purpose of providing consistent results throughout the tests and 
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it was found that a low friction coefficient was achieved due to the separation 
of the surfaces, but also that the friction was dependent on the rotational speed. 
It is today widely accepted that Tower [14,15] was the first to investigate self-
acting lubrication. However, Petrov [16] also studied the friction influence of 
lubrication during the same time.  

Tower’s experimental results caught the interest of Osbourne Reynolds who 
in 1886 developed a mathematical expression describing the pressure build up 
in the lubricating film seen in self-acting bearings [17]. The equation was 
derived from the equations of continuum in combination with a number of 
assumptions describing a thin fluid film that simplified the problem. The 
Reynolds equation has ever since it was derived been the fundamental 
expression in theoretical analysis of lubrication. 

In 1916, Martin [18] employed the Reynolds equation to the contact between 
gear teeth in an attempt to calculate the fluid film pressure build-up in the 
interface. However, it was found that the predicted film thickness was thinner 
than the surface roughness, even though it experimentally was seen that the 
surfaces had been separated. However, this attempt is seen as an early starting 
point of applying the Reynolds equation to non-conformal contacts. 

Another important step in the understanding of EHL was the work done by 
Meldahl [19] who presented a, at the time, novel approach to the lubricating 
problem in non-conformal contacts. In the study he calculated the surface 
deformation occurring in the contact due to the relatively high hydrodynamic 
pressures. Gatcombe [20] did later show that the contact pressures are high 
enough to influence the viscosity in the lubricating film, leading to increased 
film thickness predictions. However, the viscosity increase alone was not able 
to provide satisfactory predictions of the film thickness values shown in 
experiments, nor was the deformation approach taken Meldahl [19]. 

Finally, Grubin [21] published the work done by Ertel [22] (for more details 
about the Grubin and Ertel history, see e.g. [23]) that presented an approach of 
combining the Reynolds equation, the surface deformation and a pressure-
viscosity relationship to calculate the film thickness, that all together predicted 
film thickness values with reasonably good agreements to experimental data. 
Their published work is today accepted as the first EHL solution and the 
lubricating phenomena described by the concurrent elastic deformation and 
hydrodynamic pressure build-up has ever since been referred to as 
elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL).  

2.2 Simulation of EHL  
The first numerical solution of the EHL problem was presented by Petrusevich 
in 1951 [24], who defined the problem as an infinite line contact (1D problem). 
The results showed all the typical characteristics of an EHL contact, including 
the pressure spike at the outlet of the contact, which since then is also commonly 
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known as the Petrusevich spike. Later, Dowson and Higginson [25] published a 
milestone paper for the EHL community where they presented a numerical 
method, often referred to as the inverse solution. This allowed for relatively 
highly loaded cases to be calculated with promising convergence rates, 
compared to the relatively slow solution presented by Meldahl [19]. A number 
of papers were thereafter published presenting curve fitting formulas based on 
the numerical solutions for central- and minimum film thickness. A minimum 
film thickness equation was presented by Dowson and Higginson [26], which 
read: 

�5'I  �5'I/�  d`e�f�`g=f�`h?f�
�`�B�' (2.1) 

and a central film thickness formula published by Dowson and Toyoda [27] 
according to: 

�5'Q  �5'Q/�  a`!e�f�`ig=f�`gj?f�
�`���' (2.2) 

where the dimensionless parameters =f, ?f and �f describes the speed, load 
and material properties respectively. 

The point contact problem was relatively early solved using an iterative 
method by Ranger et al. [28]. However, empirical formulations were presented 
by Hamrock and Dowson who published a series of papers [29]–[32] 
investigating the influence of various parameters while also presenting two 
empirical formulas for the point contact problem describing the minimum- and 
central film thickness depending on �f, ?f and =f written as: 

�k'I  �k'I/�  a`ea�f�`lj=f�`gm?f�
�`�hB��d � .
�`gmn� (2.3) 

and 

�k'Q  �k'Q/�  :`oe�f�`iB=f�`gh?f�
�`�gh��d � !`ed.
�`hBn� (2.4) 

using the parameter p  �9q to describe the ellipticity of the contact based on 
the half contact width in x- and y-direction, where p  d  simply describes 
circular contacts. 

A major step forward in the numerical simulations of EHL contacts was the 
introduction of a multilevel technique employed to the EHL problem presented 
by Lubrecht et al. [33], which improved convergence rates and therefore 
reduced simulation times. The simulation time of the aforementioned technique 
was further reduced by Brandt and Lubrecht [34] by reducing the computational 
time of the elastic deformation utilising a multi-level multi-integration approach 
(MLMI). The multilevel technique was later further improved by Venner [35], 
who also enabled the study of transient problems using the multilevel technique. 
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The aforementioned numerical techniques were all based on a semi-system 
approaches to the EHL problem using the finite difference method (FDM). 
However, Habchi et al. [36] introduced a full-system approach to the problem 
utilising the finite element method (FEM) for the discretisation, based on the 
Galerkin formulation. This enhanced convergence rates due to the removal of 
relaxation requirements since the whole EHL problem is solved simultaneously. 
This methodology was by Habchi [36] utilised to study mainly infinite line and 
point contacts while also including e.g. non-Newtonian- and thermal effects 
[37], and coatings [38]. The full-system approach using the FEM formulation 
was further developed to study finite line contacts by Shirzadegan et al. [39] 
with focus on cam-roller follower applications. 

2.2.1 Non-steady EHL  
The increased understanding of EHL contacts achieved through both 
simulations and experimental work has helped engineers and researchers to 
improve lubricating performance and increase durability of machine elements 
having non-conformal geometries. However, the majority of studies have been 
conducted assuming that steady-state conditions apply, where in reality, many 
machine elements operate under continuously changing operating conditions 
where changes in e.g. load, speed and contact geometry are influencing the 
lubricating conditions over time. Typical examples describing transient EHL 
contacts are e.g. a rolling element in a roller bearing that enters, moves through 
and exits the loaded zone, a pair of contacting gear teeth moving along the line 
of action or a rotating cam in contact with a roller follower.  

The transient conditions related to the aforementioned examples can be 
referred to as system related time varying conditions, where on the other hand, 
there are contact localised transient effects that occur on a localised contact scale 
which relates to the surface roughness interaction and variation. Contact 
localised transient effects have also been the subject of intense research within 
the EHL community throughout the years [9,40]. 

Christensen [41,42] conducted pioneering studies in the field of non-steady 
EHL where he studied the flow between impacting bodies due to the squeeze of 
the lubricant where no entrainment was considered while calculating the 
pressure build-up. He was able to show an increased contact pressure with the 
lubricant present compared to the dry Hertzian pressure, which also led to 
increased deformations of the surfaces. Furthermore, transient investigations 
incorporating not only flow due to the squeeze but also entrainment while 
solving the EHL problem over time were conducted by e.g. Hook [43] and 
Larsson [44]. Furthermore, studies focusing on vibrations in the contact due to 
transient loads were conducted by Wijnant [45] who presented a methodology 
to numerically study the dynamics of ball bearings. This was achieved through 
the development of a model incorporating inertia of the moving bodies, which 
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was shown to enable the study of oscillations in the lubricated system [46]. 
These oscillations were shown to give rise to effects that could not be studied 
assuming steady state conditions and was shown to have good correlation to 
experiments [47,48]. 

2.3 Lubricant behaviour in EHL contacts 
The first EHL solution by Ertel and Grubin [21] highlighted the fact that both 
the rheological changes of the lubricant and the deformation of the contacting 
bodies had to be considered to accurately predict the film thickness and pressure 
in an EHL contact. The importance of viscosity-pressure dependence has ever 
since been understood while the compressibility effects have been shown to be 
secondary in describing film formation behaviour. Various models have been 
utilised during simulations to describe the viscosity pressure relationship, 
however, due to the recent increase in numerical EHL simulations, more 
accurate models are being commonly used, that as pointed out by Bair were 
developed more than half a century ago [49].  

An early approach to describe the piezoviscous response of the lubricant was 
a simple exponential increase of viscosity due to pressure, usually referred to as 
the Barus equation [50], however, this approach rapidly overestimates viscosity 
at high pressures. This equation was further developed to include thermal effects 
by Cheng [51]. A more appropriate equation with similar mathematical 
simplicity was presented by Roelands [52], which has been widely used due to 
the straightforward implementation and description of a lubricant’s properties, 
while being more realistic than the Barus equation at high pressures.  

Furthermore, physically consistent equations based on free volume theory 
such as the Doolittle equation and the modified Williams, Landel and Ferry [53] 
have also been applied solving the EHL problem with success. However, with 
the disadvantage of requiring an increased amount of lubricant specific variables 
to describe the lubricant response to pressure and temperature, which in 
combination with a relatively small amount of data in the literature have led to 
the fact that e.g. Roelands equation is still widely used in the EHL literature. 

An early approach to also include compressibility variations following the 
relatively high pressures while solving EHL problems was presented by Dowson 
et al. [54]. They proposed a curve fit for a mineral oil describing the density-
pressure relationship for the specific case, commonly known as the Dowson and 
Higginson equation, where a maximum density increase of approximately 33% 
was achieved for high pressures. However, even though the curve fit equation 
only described the specific oil in the study, the Dowson-Higginson density-
pressure relationship has been, and still is, widely used today. 

Hamrock et al. [55] showed that an approach assuming an incompressible 
lubricant led to increased pressure spike values at the outlet of the contact 
compared to the case with a compressible lubricant. It was also seen that the 
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film thickness in the contact had a rounded profile due to the compressibility 
compared to a flat film thickness until the reduced film thickness at the outlet 
for the incompressible case. The same was reported by Kweh et al. [56], who 
were also able to show that the minimum film thickness is significantly more 
load dependent than the central film thickness in the EHL contact, which was 
also been studied and discussed for highly loaded EHL contacts by Hooke [57].  

Jacobson and Vinet [58] presented an equation describing the oil 
compressibility-pressure behaviour based on experiments made under pressures 
up to 2.2 GPa for different lubricants. This model was incorporated into a 
multilevel solver for the EHL problem by Venner and Bos [59]. By using the 
Jacobson-Vinet equation, they were able to confirm what had been seen 
previously by researchers, namely that the compressibility-pressure relationship 
influences the magnitude of the Petrusevich spike and also the central film 
thickness, while the minimum film thickness was seen to be barely affected by 
the compressibility. This further elucidated the limitations of using the Dowson-
Higginson equation. 

Another interesting finding by Venner and Bos [59] that was seen while 
studying the point contact was that for an incompressible lubricant, the film 
thickness could be seen to be constant along the contact and only change across 
the contact, explained by the fact that the Poiseuille flow is negligible in the 
contact due to the viscosity increase. However, for a compressible case, the film 
thickness was seen to vary across the contact due to the pressure profiles 
influence on density. 

Höglund and Larsson [60] described the difference in pressure behaviour 
between various oils by the molecule structure where e.g. polyalphaolefin, esters 
and polyglycols, which consist of long straight molecules, are relatively 
compressible while mineral oils, e.g. naphthenic oils with ring shaped molecules 
are harder to compress and therefore gives a stiffer behaviour. They also found 
that a second stress maximum could be seen in the von Mises stress field below 
the pressure spike using less compressible oils, further indicating that the 
compressibility may affect surface fatigue in EHL contacts.  

Habchi and Bair [61] published a compressibility study analysing two oils 
with notable differences in compressibility, where the effect of compressibility 
in circular contacts were studied. The differences between the two oils 
highlighted the importance of accurate compressibility modelling while 
studying the central film thickness in EHL contacts. 

2.4 Research objectives 
The EHL contact has traditionally been treated either as an infinite line contact 
(1D problem) or a point contact (2D problem), which have laid the fundamental 
understanding of EHL contacts in machine elements. Such an approach is 
convenient due to the relatively simple geometries and straightforward way of 
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studying the problem. However, even though the infinite line contact approach 
provides reasonably good approximations of the absolute centre of a line 
contact, the edges of the contact behaves rather differently. The edge is e.g. 
where the minimum film thickness is found, and for certain geometries also the 
maximum pressure [62,63]. Furthermore, the transient behaviour of the finite 
line contacts becomes important to understand due to the occurrence of film 
thickness and pressure fluctuations and vibrations in the contact following the 
highly transient loads found in e.g. crankshaft roller bearings. The need to be 
able to study and further understand the actual contact under highly transient 
conditions therefore poses the first research question (RQ) in this work: 
� RQ1: How is the finite line EHL contact influenced by highly transient 

operating conditions and how does the solution differ compared to the 
steady state approach with focus on contact pressure and film thickness? 

The influence of lubricant behaviour on pressure and film thickness has been 
relatively well established in literature, however, its effect on sub-surface stress 
concentration and the difference in both compressibility and viscosity becomes 
important while lubricating roller bearings with engine oils. Furthermore, the 
influence of density in the high pressure zone has for steady-state conditions 
been discussed within literature while the influence of squeeze and therefore the 
influence of compressibility over time is something that influences the 
lubricating performance between different oils under transient conditions. How 
this is related to the stress, assumed to be related to the durability, poses the 
second RQ, which aims at increasing the understanding of failure mechanisms 
in crankshaft roller bearings: 
� RQ2: How does different oils, by means of viscosity-pressure and 

compressibility-pressure, influence the sub-surface stress field in finite 
line EHL contacts? 
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3 Theory 
The mathematical model used to simulate the full EHL problem will be given 
below. Three important limitations are made, namely the assumption that the 
lubricant behaves as a Newtonian fluid, meaning that the shear of the lubricant 
is assumed small enough to not reach non-Newtonian fluid behaviour. Also, 
smooth surfaces and isothermal conditions are assumed, meaning that the 
influence of surface roughness and temperature variations throughout the 
contact are neglected. However, due to the rapid increase in viscosity with 
pressure, the entrapped amount of oil will be relatively well approximated using 
these conditions for rolling conditions, especially while not analysing friction 
but instead mainly focusing on contact pressure and film thickness.  

The model will be presented in dimensionless form, meaning that relevant 
parameters have been scaled with reference parameters. This way of solving the 
equations is utilised in order to reduce the number of parameters that are 
required to describe the problem, while also having the possibility to handle 
variable values close to unity, meaning that numerical errors are minimized due 
to the similar order of magnitude between calculated variables.  

In order to achieve parameters close to unity, the problem is conveniently 
scaled with the dry Hertzian contact parameters, namely the Hertzian pressure -, and the half contact width in the entrainment direction ��, which for the line 
contact are defined as:  

�,  :�r��& ' ��  st�/�r��&' (3.1) 

where � is the applied load, & is the width of the contact, /� is the equivalent 
radius of the contacting bodies and �� is the reduced modulus of elasticity. The 
reduced modulus of elasticity is defined depending on Poisson’s ratio for each 
body, U� and U(, and the elastic modulus of each body �� and �( according to:  

:��  �d � U�(��� 8 �d � U((��( ` (3.2) 

Based on the Hertzian pressure and half contact width, in combination with 
other relevant reference parameters, the scaling of relevant parameters was done 
according to: 

F  C�� ' G  D& ' ^^H  E�� ' �  �/���( ' N  L/���( '
-  ��, ' XM  XX3 ' uv  TT3 ' \  06��� ' �  ��� '

 (3.3) 

where C, D and E are the spatial coordinates, � is the film thickness, L  is the 
rigid body displacement, &  is the length of the rolling element, �  is the 
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hydrodynamic pressure, X and X3  represent the lubricant density and ambient 
density respectively, T  and T3  represent the lubricant viscosity and ambient 
viscosity respectively, 0 is the time, 6�  is the entrainment speed and ��  is the 
initial load.   

3.1 The Reynolds equation 
As mentioned in Section 2, the Reynolds equation derived by Reynolds [17] in 
1886 has been the foundation for lubrication theory throughout history. The 
Reynolds equation can be derived from the full Navier-Stokes equations by 
applying the thin film approximation, also known as narrow gap approximation. 
For more details about the derivation of the equation, the reader is referred to 
e.g. Hamrock [13] or Dowson and Higginson [64]. The simplification of the 
Navier-Stokes equations with the narrow gap approximation results in an 
expression describing the pressure build up in a thin fluid film according to: 

wxC yX�Bd:T x�xCz 8 wxD yX�Bd:T x�xDz  x�X�6��xC 8 x�X��x0  (3.4) 

where the first two terms from the left describes the pressure driven flow, also 
known as the Poiseuille flow, the first term on the right describes the net 
entraining flow rate due to the surface velocities, i.e. the Couette flow, and the 
second term on the right describes the flow rate due to squeeze motion. 

The dimensional Reynolds equation can be rewritten using the dimensionless 
parameters in Eq. (3.1) and Eq. (3.3), while also assuming that no stretch takes 
place, i.e. 6� is assumed to be constant: 

xxF {PM x-xF| 8 xxG {}PM x-xG|  x�XM��xF 8 x�XM��x\ ' (3.5) 

where  

PM  XM�BTMR ' R  d:6�T3/��,��B ' }  ��& ` (3.6) 

Note that this equation is the basic Reynolds equation, meaning that Newtonian 
fluid behaviour of the lubricant and isothermal conditions are assumed. These 
assumptions are made throughout this thesis, however, such effects may be 
implemented by utilising e.g. the generalized Reynolds equation derived by 
Yang and Wen [65]. 
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3.2 Film thickness 
The dimensionless film thickness, �, defines the separation of the surfaces and 
is required to solve the pressure build up in Eq. (3.5). It is described by the 
geometry of the contacting bodies, �, the rigid body displacement, N, and the 
deformation LM, according to: 

��F' G' \�  N 8 ��F' G� 8 LM` (3.7) 

The geometry, �, defines the contact geometry of the interacting bodies, which 
in this work is represented by a logarithmically crowned roller in contact with 
an inner ring, which is a case typically found in cylindrical roller bearing. In 
order to simplify the problem, the geometries can be described as a single 
equivalent radius in x-direction by reducing the radii according to: 

/�  y d/�~ 8 d/��z

�` (3.8) 

The roller geometry is thereby conveniently described as a parabola in x-
direction, whereas the crowning in y-direction is described depending on which 
roller geometry that is studied. In this work, the crowning in y-direction was 
described utilising the relationship presented by Fujiwara and Kawase [66]. 
They introduced design parameters to the equations derived by Johns-Gohar 
[67] to allow for straight forward changes of the crowning using the parameters EI, �� and �(, shown in Figure 3.1. The mathematical expression describing 
the full geometry in dimensionless form reads: 

�  
���
�� F(: �G� � �'
F(: � /���( �Q �� �d � �d � ��� {�EI�Q|� y:�G� � d^�( 8 dz(� �G� � �' (3.9) 

where �  �d � �(�9:, and the crowning parameter, �Q' is described dependent 
on the load and controlled by the parameter �� according to: 

�Q  :����r&�� ` (3.10) 

Furthermore, using �(  d  means that the whole length of the roller is 
logarithmically crowned.  
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Figure 3.1. Schematic of logarithmically crowned roller with relevant 

variables describing the geometry. 

3.3 Elasticity 
The deformation occurring in the bodies was in this work solved for using 
classical elasticity theory. For the sake of simplicity, the equivalent elasticity 
formulation, described in more detail by Habchi [36], will be utilised in this 
section in order to avoid the need of describing the same problem twice, i.e. 
once for each body. The equivalent elasticity formulation is based on the 
assumption that the two bodies are subjected to the same applied load and 
therefore the combined deformation can be described by defining the equivalent 
elasticity of the bodies, i.e. the two bodies are assumed to be one with a certain 
combined elasticity defined by the elasticity of the two. This can be achieved by 
combining the elasticity properties based on the two materials according to [36]: 

���  ��(�(�d 8 ;(�( 8 �((���d 8 ;��(����d 8 ;(� 8 �(�d 8 ;���(  (3.11) 

and  

;��  ��;(�d 8 ;(� 8 �(;��d 8 ;�����d 8 ;(� 8 �(�d 8 ;�� ` (3.12) 

In the specific case studied in this work, where a steel-steel contact is 
analysed the elasticity and the Poisson’s ratios are equal for the two materials, 
i.e. ��  �(  � and U�  U(  U, meaning that the stress in one of the two 
bodies can be calculated based on the combined deformation in combination 
with the equivalent elasticity, resulting in the dimensionless stress components 
to be written according to:  
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�v��  ��/�-, ��RS 8 :TS� x=xF 8 RS} x>xG 8 RS x?xH �
�v��  ��/�-, {RS x=xF 8 �RS 8 :TS�} x>xG 8 RS x?xH |�v��  ��/�-, {RS x=xF 8 RS} x>xG 8 �RS 8 :TS� x?xH |

�M��  ��/�-, �TS {x>xH 8 } x?xG |�
�M��  ��/�-, �TS {x=xH 8 x?xF |�
�M��  ��/�-, {} x=xG 8 x>xF| `

 (3.13) 

Note that this results in the same dimensionless equations as if the problem was 
solved separately in two bodies. The dimensionless von Mises stress based on 
Eq. (3.13) then simply reads: 

�v��  ��v��( 8 �v��( 8 �v��( � �v���v�� � �v���v�� � �v���v��8 a�M��( 8 a�M��( 8 a�M��( ��9( 
(3.14) 

From the aforementioned stress equations, the deformation in each direction 
is solved using the stress equilibrium while assuming quasi-static deformations: 

��;�[��  !' (3.15) 

where [� is the dimensionless stress tensor written as: 

[�   �vCC �MCD �MCE�MCD �vDD �MDE�MCE �MDE �vEE¡` (3.16) 

Writing Eq. (3.15) in another form based on the dimensionless parameters given 
in Eq. (3.1) and (3.3) using =  6/�9��(, >  ;/�9��( and ?  </�9��(, the 
relation between the deformations in the material of the deformed body can be 
described according to [38]:  
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xxF ¢�RS 8 :TS� x=xF 8 RS} x>xG 8 RS x?xH £ 8 } xxG ¢TS {} x=xG 8 x>xF|£
8 xxH ¢TS {x=xH 8 x?xF |£  !  

(3.17) 

xxF ¢TS {} x=xG 8 x>xF|£ 8 } xxG ¢RS x=xF 8 �RS 8 :TS�} x>xG 8 RS x?xH £
8 xxH ¢TS {x>xH 8 } x?xG |£  !  

xxF ¢TS {x=xH 8 x?xF |£ 8 } xxG ¢TS {x>xH 8 } x?xG |£
8 xxH ¢RS x=xF 8 RS} x>xG 8 �RS 8 :TS� x?xH £  !  

where RS and TS are the Lamé parameters written based on the dimensionless 
equivalent elasticity �v��  �����9�/�-,� and equivalent Poisson’s ration as: 

RS  U�v���d 8 U����d � :U��� ' TS  �v��:�d 8 U��� ` (3.18) 

By solving Eq. (3.17), the deformation in Eq. (3.7) is simply given by LM  �?�. 
Furthermore, the aforementioned elasticity equations are limited to elastic 
deformation of homogeneous isotropic materials.  

3.4 Load balance 
The hydrodynamic pressure carrying the applied load is for steady state 
conditions simply solved by integrating the pressure over the contact domain 
and balancing this with the applied load, described, based on the dimensionless 
parameters presented in Eq. (3.1) and Eq. (3.3), according to: 

:r¤ -�F' G��F�G  �¥¦ ' (3.19) 

Furthermore, analysing the time dependent problem, the load in combination 
with the inertia of the moving mass has to be balanced with the pressure. This 
can be written in dimensionless form by defining the dimensionless natural 
frequency, VW, as shown by Wijnant and Venner [46], resulting in:  

dVW( �
(N�\( 8 :r¤ -�F' G' \��F�G  ��\�¥¦ ' (3.20) 

where the dimensionless natural frequency reads: 
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VW  s§/����67( ` (3.21) 

The dimensionless applied load over time, ��\� can e.g. for simplicity be 
described by a step increased load, however, it can be set to represent any type 
of load depending on analysis. The step was in this work described by an 
increase from �� is linear over the time, \� , until the final load, ��, is reached, 
according to [47]: 

��\�  
���
�� d ^^\  !'
d 8 �� � ���� \\� ^! � \ ¨ \�'���� \ © \�`

 (3.22) 

3.5 Lubricant properties 
Various ways of approximating the viscosity and compressibility of the 
lubricant has been employed in EHL simulations throughout history, as briefly 
mentioned in Section 2.3. The piezoviscous response can today be relatively 
well approximated using free volume theory, which in combination with the 
ambient viscosity can be used to approximate the inlet zone rheology relatively 
accurate [49], which mainly define the film formation in EHL contacts. Shear-
thinning of the lubricant is not included in this thesis work, however, this in 
combination with temperature effects becomes important for applications with 
relatively high sliding between the surfaces.  

Using the Doolittle equation to describe the viscosity-pressure behaviour of 
the lubricant includes the compressibility, meaning that it can conveniently be 
solved using the Tait EoS, where the whole set of equation then can be referred 
to as the Tait-Doolittle equations. The Doolittle equation describing the 
viscosity reads: 

T��' 2�  T3 $ ���  �/� ª >" >"3«> >3« � /� $ >" >"3« � dd � /�¬¡' (3.23) 

where the variation of occupied volume is calculated based on the temperature 
according to:  >"9>"3  d 8 PQ�24�5 � 23� (3.24) 

and the parameters � and /� are lubricant specific parameters. The Tait EoS 
utilised to describe the volume change due to pressure, i.e. the compressibility-
pressure behaviour, is written according to: 
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>>�  d � dd 8 ��� ) �d 8 ��� �d 8 ��®��' (3.25) 

where � is the pressure, ��� the pressure rate of change of the isothermal bulk 
modulus at zero pressure and �� is the isothermal bulk modulus for a certain 
temperature at zero pressure, written as: 

��  �" 8 �#�24�5 ` (3.26) 

This way of expressing the isothermal bulk modulus at zero pressure has 
drawbacks for high temperatures as discussed by Bair [68], however, for the 
current analysis such temperatures are not reached. An alternative equation is:  ��  ��� �����JK24�5�' (3.27) 

where ���  is the isothermal bulk modulus at ^!^%  and JK  describes the 
temperature coefficient of ��`  Furthermore, the volume variation at zero 
pressure due to the temperature can be assumed to follow a linear relationship, 
meaning that [49]: >�>3  d 8 ���24�5 � 23�` (3.28) 

By assuming constant mass and solving for the density increase due to pressure, 
the density-pressure relationship can simply be described by the compressibility, 
leading to: 
 X��' 24�5�X3  d

¯d � dd 8 ��� ) yd 8 ��� �d 8 ��®�z° �d 8 ���24�5 � 23��
` 

(3.29) 

3.5.1 Cavitation 
In the outlet of the contact, the pressure will drop faster than the lubricant can 
withstand, meaning that the fluid will evaporate due to the low pressure, i.e. the 
lubricant will cavitate. This means that a free boundary problem will occur, 
which for the current approach is conveniently handled using the penalty 
method introduced by Wu [69] and proposed by Habchi et al. [70]. The penalty 
method is based on adding a sufficiently large number multiplied with the 
negative pressure in the cavitated region to the Reynolds equation (Eq. (3.5)) 
that will effectively supress the negative pressures while accurately finding the 
free boundary.  

It has been showed that using the penalty method, the Reynolds condition ��-9�F  !�  holds at the outlet for infinite line contacts and hence mass 
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continuity over the cavitation boundary is preserved [69]. Utilising this 
approach means that the modified Reynolds equation reads: 

xxF {PM x-xF| 8 } xxG {PM x-xG| � x�XM��xF � x�XM��x\ �± $ -
  !' (3.30) 

where the parameter ± is defined depending on the element size ��  and the 
constant ±� according to: 

±  ��( $ ±�` (3.31) 

The pressure in the cavitated area, -
 , is simply the negative part of the 
pressure, namely: 

-
  ²!' - � !-' - � !' (3.32) 

Furthermore, the straightforward implementation of the penalty method 
makes it convenient to use in the current model after the parameter ±� has been 
set large enough for the pressures to converge [36].  

3.6 Numerical procedure  
In order to implement and solve the aforementioned equations describing the 
full EHL problem, a commercially available FEM software was utilised [71]. 
The system of equations was solved on a dimensionless finite domain with 
appropriate boundary conditions [72], as illustrated in Figure 3.2.  

 

Figure 3.2. Computational domain with relevant boundary conditions using 
one domain per contacting body. 
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The Reynolds equation describing the hydrodynamic pressure was applied on 
the contact domain, VQ , with Dirichlet boundary conditions enforcing zero 
pressure at the boundaries, xVQ . Furthermore, two domains representing the 
roller and the inner ring respectively, V� and V(, were fixed on top of the upper 
domain, xV³~ and on the bottom of the lower domain, wV´�' respectively. By 
assuming perfectly aligned contacting surfaces, symmetry was utilised in the 
middle of the domains (G  !), denominated wV7� and xV7(. All other edges 
were free, meaning that deformation of e.g. the contact edge is allowed. These 
boundary conditions can be summarised mathematically as follows: 

���
�
���
=  >  ?  ! �0^xµ³~^��^xV´�'>  ! �0^xµ7~��^xV¶�'�W $ ·̧  �¹¹  �- �0^µQ'

�W  ! .)º.<�.».`
^ (3.33) 

By using the equivalent elasticity approach, the use of two domains becomes 
redundant meaning that one domain is sufficient, see Figure 3.3. This means that 
the boundary conditions can instead be defined according to: 

���
�
���
=  >  ?  ! �0^xV´'

>  ! �0^xV7'
�W $ ·̧  �¹¹  �- �0^µQ'

�W  ! .)º.<�.».`
^ (3.34) 

 

 
Figure 3.3. Computational domain using the equivalent elasticity approach. 
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The domain was discretised using triangular elements for the contact area and 
tetrahedral elements for the full domain. The mesh density was allowed to be 
reduced further away from the contact domain. Furthermore, the mesh was 
scaled in order to achieve a finer resolution in Y-direction, meaning that the 
elements were 20 times smaller in ¼-direction than the elements in X-direction. 
This allows the gradients in Y-direction, that are scaled with & rather than ��, 
to be solved with relatively fine resolution without using an excessive number 
of elements in X-direction. The element type was for the hydrodynamic part 
two-dimensional Lagrange quintic elements while for the elasticity part, three-
dimensional Lagrange quadratic elements were used [73]. However, in order to 
achieve a finer resolution calculating the sub-surface stresses, cubic nodal 
serendipity elements were employed for these analyses.  

The Hertzian dry contact solution was utilised as initial guess to the steady-
state EHL problem, where a Newton-Raphson iteration scheme were used for 
the fully coupled system [73], iterating the rigid body displacement until a 
relative error of d!
g was achieved. The steady-state EHL solution was further 
used as initial solution to the time dependent EHL problem, where the implicit 
numerical method backward differentiation formula (BDF) was used with an 
interpolating polynomial of maximum 3 and minimum 1. The dimensionless 
time steps were chosen sufficiently small by the software for the solver to 
converge, however, using a maximum dimensionless time step of 0.04 (0.02 for 
the time dependent sub-surface stress investigation) with a relative tolerance of 
0.01 between the time steps and an absolute tolerance of 0.01 for all variables 
(an absolute tolerance of 0.1 was set for the time dependent stress analysis). 

3.6.1 Galerkin formulation 
The weak formulation of a typical differential equation is done by formulating 
the weighted integral statement, where in the case of the Galerkin formulation 
the test function equals the weight function in the finite element formulation 
[74]. Further using integration by parts to weakening the differentiability of the 
variable solved for, meaning e.g. -  in the Reynolds equation, and @  ½=' >'?¾ in the elasticity equation, gives the weak formulation and also reveals 
the boundary terms.  

The weak form of the Reynolds equation is formulated on the contact domain 
where it is applied, i.e. on VQ, and in the same manner, the weak form for the 
elasticity equation Eq. (3.15) (see e.g. Hughes [75]), and load balance, Eq. 
(3.20), are formulated for the whole discretised domain, resulting in the 
complete system of equations according to: 
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��
���
�
���
���Ô {PM x-xF|¥¦

wÍÎxF �V �Ô } {PM x-xG|wÍÎxG �V¥¦ 8 Ô XM� xÍÎxF �V¥¦
8Ô XM� xÍÎx\ �V¥¦ 8 Ô ± $ -
ÍÎ�V¥¦  !

Ô ��ÕÏÅ��Ö�Õ@���V¥ 8 Ô ���W $ ·̧ �ÏÅÆÖ �V¥×  !
Ô :r-ÍÐÑ¥ �V 8 � dV( �(N�\( � ��\��ÍÐÑ  !`

 (3.35) 

 
Note that the test function vector related to the elasticity reads ÏÅÆÖ  ½ÍÅ' Í�' ÍØ¾.   
3.6.2 Stabilisation 
It has long been known that for highly loaded contacts, the Reynolds equation 
becomes unstable in the high pressure region where the instability is described 
by the fact that the equation becomes convection dominant due to the high 
viscosity meaning negligible Poiseuille flow. This requires the Reynolds 
equation to be stabilized accordingly, for more details see e.g. [36]. The 
stabilisation can be done in different ways, where the main method used in this 
work is the one proposed by Alakhamsing et al. [76], namely by using artificial 
diffusion (AD). AD, which is a non-residual based stabilisation method is 
implemented simply by adding diffusion terms to the Poiseuille terms in the 
Reynolds equation, leading to Eq. (3.35) (excluding the penalty term) being 
written as: 

�Ô ��PM 8 pYZ'Ù� x-xF�¥¦
wÍÎxF �V �Ô ��}PM 8 pYZ'Ú� x-xG�wÍÎxG �V¥¦

8 Ô XM� xÍÎxF �V¥¦ 8 Ô XM� xÍÎx\ �V¥¦  !` (3.36) 

The AD terms, based on the local Peclet number, -., the convection coefficient, J, and length of element, ��, reads: 

�pYZ'ÙpYZ'Ú�  ���J�:) ��-.� ²XYZÙXYZÚÛ ' ��-.�  ÉÒËÊ�-.� � d-.' (3.37) 

where the convection coefficient and the local Peclet number is described as 
proposed by Galeão et al. [77]:  
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J  � xXMx- ' -.  �J���:Ü) ^ ' Ü  {dPM 8 d}PM|
�`^^ (3.38) 

The choice of the tuning parameters XYZÙ and XYZÚ are relatively arbitrary but 
the guidelines mentioned in  [70] and [76] can be utilised to avoid affecting the 
solution to any significant degree. 

Another stabilisation technique is the Galerkin least square (GLS) method, 
introduced by Hughes et al. [78], which utilises stabilisation terms that are 
obtained by minimising the square of the residual. By expressing the residual, /�-�, of the time dependent Reynolds equation formulated as a convection-
diffusion-source equation, one obtains [70]: 

/�-�  �yÔ {PM x-xF|¥¦
wÍÎxF �V 8 Ô }{PM x-xG|wÍÎxG �V¥¦ z

8 Ô {J x-xF � Ý|ÍÎ�V¥¦  !' (3.39) 

with the convection described as in Eq. (3.38) and the source described as:  

^Ý  �yXM x�xF 8 x�XM��x\ z` (3.40) 

The equation can now be written with the stabilisation term included, applied in 
each element, used to reduce the square of the equation’s residual [73,78]: 
 ¿À�Á^-, Â Ãk,^1ÈÉÊ^ËÊ�Ë^ÌÍÎ, Â Ãk,' Ò��^Ê�1Ó 

�yÔ yPM x-,xF z¥¦Þ
wÍÎ,xF �V 8 Ô }yPM x-,xG zwÍÎ,xG �V¥¦Þ z

8 Ô yJ x-,xF � ÝzÍÎ�V¥¦Þ ^
8ßÔ /�-,�� �J xÍÎ,xF � à�PMàÍÎ,���V¥¦á

W¦á
�â�  !' 

(3.41) 

where the tuning parameter � is dependent on the local Peclet number of the 
element, the stabilisation order ), and the length of the element �� according to: 

�  ��:�J�) ��-.�` (3.42) 

Since the GLS is residual-based, it will not affect the solution itself when 
converging, however, it does not supress the oscillations completely for highly 
loaded two dimensional EHL contacts as showed by Habchi et al. [70].  
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4 Results and discussion 
In this section the results generated with the simulation model described in the 
aforementioned theory- and numerical procedure sections are presented and 
discussed. The main findings are shown and further separated into steady-state- 
and transient results, with the purpose of first presenting the EHL behaviour and 
lubricant influence during steady conditions before analysing the transient 
contact behaviour during time.  

4.1 Steady state analysis 
The steady state analysis that is presented below is based on the comparison 
between two different lubricants. The lubricating performance of the lubricants 
in terms of film thickness and pressure will be compared and discussed, while 
also the influence on the sub-surface stress field in term of von Mises stress is 
analysed, following the difference in lubricant piezoviscous response and 
compressibility-pressure behaviour. The lubricants selected describes a model 
mineral oil, LVI260, and a PAO oil, PAO-ISO-68, which were simulated using 
data from literature [68]. The data describing the lubricants are repeated for 
completeness in Table 4.1 and the oil temperature were set to be 24�5  a]`t�	 
in order to achieve the same ambient viscosity between the oils, i.e. T��-  !' 2  a]`t�  §a`o^���1' while the reference viscosity for the two 
oils are described by T3  T3�-  !' 2  :!�	�`  Furthermore, an ambient 
density of X�  X�-  !' 2  :!�	�  o!!^pã9�B was used. 

Table 4.1. Lubricant data used for steady state simulations [68]. 

PAO-ISO 68  LVI 260  T3'ÎYä td`o ���1 T3'��W  dåa`a ���1 T�'ÎYä §a`o^ ���1 T�'��W §a`o ���1 �ÎYä  a`oee^ � ���W :`]§å � /�'ÎYä !`ee:: � /�'��W !`t:oe � PQ'ÎYä  �d!`a] $ d!
l �	
� PQ'��W �e`]]o $ d!
l �	
� ��'ÎYä t $ d!
l �	
� ��'��W e`å:å $ d!
l �	
� ��'ÎYä�  dd`at � ��'��W�  dd`ae � �"'ÎYä �!`ottd b�� �"'��W �!`å§o] b�� �#�'ÎYä 580.8 b�� $ % �#�'��W å]a`å b�� $ % 
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The two oils show a notable difference in compressibility, as can be seen in 
Figure 4.1, where also the Dowson and Higginson equation is shown for 
comparison. Note that the density of the two oils is scaled with the ambient 
density at the oil temperature, meaning that at zero pressure, the relative density 
is unity. 

 
Figure 4.1. Compressibility of the PAO and the mineral oil studied, with the 

Dowson and Higginson equation included for comparison. 

The viscosity-pressure behaviour between the oils also differ due to the 
difference in stiffness, as can be expected. The viscosity-pressure behaviour at 24�5  a]`t�	 is shown in Figure 4.2, where it is clearly seen that the viscosity-
pressure increase, commonly referred to as the viscosity-pressure coefficient (æ-
value) in literature, of the mineral oil is significantly higher than the viscosity-
pressure increase of the PAO. 

 

Figure 4.2. Viscosity-pressure behaviour of selected oils at 24�5  a]`t�	. 
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The sharp viscosity increase with pressure for the mineral oil means that the 
lubricant becomes increasingly solid rapidly. This does in the equation itself 
occur since the denominator ç> >3« � /� $ >" >"3« è  in Eq. (3.23) approaches 
zero for relatively high pressures, meaning that the equation will approach 
singularity. In order to avoid excessively high values and convergence problems 
during the simulations, a viscosity-threshold at T�-  !`t $ d!j� é d!((  was 
set for the mineral oil in this work. Due to the negligible Poiseuille term in the 
region where the viscosity exceeds this value, the solution will not be influenced 
by an increased viscosity value above such a threshold.  

The geometry parameters, material properties and operating conditions used 
for the steady state simulations are given in Table 4.2. These conditions are 
supposed to represent a relatively realistic EHL contact between a 
logarithmically crowned roller and an inner ring in a roller bearing. 

Table 4.2. Geometry and operating conditions for the steady state 
investigation. 

Parameter Value Unit Parameter Value Unit /�~  ]`]^ �� -, d b�� /��  :§`å] �� � !`!d *+ & dd^ �� 6� §^ �91 �� 1^ � 23 20^ �	 �( d^ � 24�5 a]`t* �	 EI d:^ u� XYZÙ 2 � � :!! b�� XYZÚ 0.01 � ; 0.3^ � ) 2 � ê d]!!^ � ±� d!g � �� t§`a^ u�    

*This temperature allows for the ambient viscosity to be equal for the two oils. 

4.1.1 Pressure and film thickness 
The present steady-state investigation aims at studying the difference between 
the aforementioned oils while at the same time provide fundamental 
understanding of the finite line EHL contact and its behaviour under steady 
conditions before going further into the transient investigation. First, the film 
thickness and pressure distribution is analysed, which then further leads on to 
the sub-surface stresses in the contacting bodies. 

The film thickness calculated using the aforementioned input data presented 
in Table 4.2, combined with the lubricant data for the PAO, reveals that the film 
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thickness in the middle region of the contact is relatively constant. However, 
close to the outer edges of the contact, perpendicular to the flow direction, the 
minimum film thickness occurs while the outlet film thickness is reduced as 
well, which can be seen in Figure 4.3. The flow through the contact can for 
simplicity be split into three zones, namely the inlet zone, high pressure zone 
and outlet zone of the contact. The flow present in the inlet zone is defined by 
the Couette flow minus the Poiseuille flow, determining the amount of lubricant 
that is entrained into the contact. The flow is then, in the high pressure region, 
described mainly by the Couette flow due to the viscosity increase, meaning that 
the Poiseuille flow becomes small enough to, with relatively good accuracy, be 
neglected. In the outlet zone, high pressure gradients following the Petrusevich 
spike leads to high Poiseuille flow combined with Couette flow, meaning that 
at the outlet, the gap has to be closed near the exit of the contact to preserve flow 
continuity. 

 
Figure 4.3. Film thickness foot print calculated using the PAO lubricant 

data, with symmetry at G  ! along F. 

By studying the mineral oil, the same contact characteristics can be seen where, 
however, a thicker lubricant film and a smaller change of central film thickness 
is evident, as seen in Figure 4.4. This means that due to the difference in 
viscosity-pressure behaviour, more lubricant gets entrapped in the inlet zone for 
the stiffer lubricant following less influence of pressure driven flow due to the 
rapidly increased viscosity, resulting in a generally thicker lubricating film. 
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Figure 4.4. Film thickness using the mineral oil lubricant data with 

symmetry around G  !. 

In order to study the influence of the viscosity and compressibility separately, 
the properties of the two oils were crossed, meaning that the viscosity of the 
mineral oil was combined with the compressibility of the PAO and vice versa. 
This revealed that the viscosity-pressure relationship mainly defines the film 
thickness, meaning that using the mineral oil viscosity with the PAO 
compressibility gives a generally thicker film close to the results using the full 
set of mineral oil data, as shown in Figure 4.5. Furthermore, the increased 
compressibility of the PAO in combination with the viscosity of the mineral oil 
shows a larger area with decreased central film thickness. The difference in 
central film thickness influenced by the compressibility is explained, as 
discussed by Venner and Bos [59], on the negligible Poiseuille flow in the high 
pressure region, meaning that for steady state conditions the Reynolds equation 
reduces to:  

XM� é ë' (4.1) 

where ë is a constant. This simply means that for an increased density �Xv�, the 
film thickness ��� must reduce. 
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Figure 4.5. Film thickness using the PAO viscosity combined with the 

mineral compressibility (top) and mineral viscosity combined with the PAO 
compressibility (bottom) 

The pressure distribution was, as expected, shown to be influenced by the 
lubricant properties where increased pressure gradients in the inlet- and outlet 
zones in combination with  a sharper pressure spike was seen at G  ! in the 
entrainment direction for the stiffer mineral oil, shown in Figure 4.6. 
Perpendicular to the entrainment direction, at F  !, on the other hand, only a 
small difference was seen in pressure. Moreover, due to the high pressure 
gradients for the stiff mineral oil, a relatively high stability was applied to the 
simulations in order to facilitate convergence. The stabilisation parameter in F-
direction, i.e. XYZÙ, was set to 1, which was also applied to the other simulations 
in order to allow for comparison. This means that the maximum value of the 
pressure spike gets affected and will therefore differ from the actual value, for 
more details regarding the influence of the stabilisation parameter the reader is 
referred to [36]. 
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Figure 4.6. Pressure and film thickness profiles in the entrainment direction 

at G  ! (top) and perpendicular to the flow direction at F  ! (bottom) for 
the two oils. 

By studying the whole contact pressure for the mineral oil and PAO, it can be 
seen that the increased pressure spike seen for the mineral oil stretches along the 
whole outlet region, where the reduced spike and smoother pressure gradient 
apply throughout the whole contact for the PAO, see Figure 4.7. Furthermore, 
the compressibility was seen to influence the magnitude of the pressure spike 
more than the viscosity, which can be seen by comparing the PAO viscosity 
combined with the mineral compressibility and the mineral oil viscosity 
combined with the PAO compressibility cases, and further comparing these with 
the full data sets describing the mineral oil and PAO. 
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Figure 4.7. Pressure distribution showing the high pressure zone for the 
combinations: T��W' X��W (top left), T��W' XÎYä  (top right), TÎYä' X��W (bottom 

left) and TÎYä' XÎYä  (bottom right). 

4.1.2 Sub-surface stress 
Depending on how the load is carried by the lubricant, the stress field in the 
material will change. In this section, the influence of the lubricant properties on 
the sub-surface stress distribution is studied. The pressure gradients were 
previously seen to increase with a stiffer oil, which also apply to the pressure 
spike magnitude. This means that the deformation found in the outlet zone of 
the contact will become sharper and hence, the local stress concentration 
increase, which can be seen by comparing the relatively stiff mineral oil with 
the less stiff and more compressible PAO, shown in Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8. Sub-surface von Mises stress concentration for mineral oil (top) 
and PAO (bottom) in the entrainment direction. 

It can clearly be seen that increased stress concentrations approaches the surface 
in the case of the mineral oil, even to such an extent that the maximum stress 
concentration is located close to the surface rather than at approximately !`å]�� 
depth, which is the Hertzian depth of maximum stress for line contacts and 
applies to the PAO. For the specific operating conditions studied, the difference 
in maximum stress concentration differ approximately 3.5% between the two 
oils, however, in the sense of failure mode, the stress concentrations close to the 
surface increases the risk of surface initiated fatigue rather than sub-surface 
initiate fatigue.  

Furthermore, the sub-surface stresses analysed by combining the viscosity-
pressure and compressibility-pressure behaviours of the two oils shows that 
increased stress concentrations in the vicinity of the surface is more likely for a 
lubricant with a sharp viscosity-pressure increase even though the 
compressibility is increased, as shown in Figure 4.9. However, a higher 
maximum stress concentration in the sub-surface is seen for the PAO viscosity 
combined with the mineral oil compressibility. 
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Figure 4.9. Sub-surface von Mises stress concentration in the entrainment 
direction for the combination of mineral oil viscosity and PAO compressibility 

(top) and PAO viscosity with mineral oil compressibility (bottom). 

Along the roller, perpendicular to the entrainment direction, the difference in 
stresses are not as pronounced as in the entrainment direction, which can be seen 
in Figure 4.10. However, due to the narrower pressure distribution following the 
increased pressure gradients for the stiffer oil, the sub-surface stress field in the 
centre of the contact will for the mineral oil cover a wider area. Furthermore, 
the maximum stress will be higher than for the PAO. This means that the chance 
of enclosing a dislocation in the material becomes bigger for the mineral oil due 
to the increased high stress concentrations area. The von Mises stress does not 
directly relate to fatigue nor failure, however, a perception of the severity 
difference on the material between the oils is through this investigation 
achieved. 
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Figure 4.10. Sub surface von Mises stress along G at F  ! for the mineral 
oil (top) and PAO (bottom). 

4.2 Transient load analysis 
Two transient investigations were conducted, where the first aims at studying 
the transient behaviour of the lubricated contact due to a highly transient load 
applied as a step increased load described as Eq. (3.22). This study was 
conducted using the input data presented in Table 4.3, describing a 
logarithmically crowned roller with a curvature optimised for the final load. 
Furthermore, the lubricant data from [68] describes what Bair proposed as a 
“general” compressibility combined with a relatively low viscosity-pressure 
sensitivity oil.  

The transient sub-surface stress analysis was, however, conducted using the 
same input data as presented in Section 4.1, i.e. the data in Table 4.1 and Table 
4.2, meaning that the transient stress results can conveniently be compared to 
the aforementioned steady state results. 
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Table 4.3. Operating conditions, lubricant data and geometry for transient 
simulations studying oscillations. 

Parameter Value Unit Parameter Value Unit /�~  ]`]^ �� -,'�� !`t§ b�� /��  :§`å] �� -,'�� d`do b�� &� dd^ �� T� §e`å^ ÉìË &( dt^ �� X� t§]^ *+9�B �� :^ � �� t $ d!
l �	
� �( d^ � � a`at: ��� EI d: u� JK e`] $ d!
B %
� � :!!^ b�� ��� dd ��� ; 0.3^ � ��� o b�� �� d!!!^ � /� !`ee§d ��� �� :!!!^ í 24�5  23 :oa`d] % \� d`å ��� XYZÙ !`] ��� 6� a^ �91 XYZÚ !`!: ��� � !`!d^ *+ ) : ��� ��'�� et`t u� VW å`!å ��� ��'�� oå`§ u� ±� d!g ��� 
 

4.2.1 Pressure and film thickness fluctuations 
Steady state results to act as reference values for the transient analysis were first 
generated. This was done in order to enable straight forward comparison 
between the steady state approach and transient approach, while also giving a 
perception of what to expect from the transient modelling. The steady state 
results were therefore generated for the initial load, �� , and the final load ��, 
separately, where the film thicknesses for these two cases are shown in Figure 
4.11.  
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Figure 4.11. Steady state results for the initial load (top) and final load 
(bottom) used as reference for the transient investigation. 

It can be shown that for the more highly loaded case, the minimum film 
thickness area stretches farther along F while also the film thickness reduces 
significantly, especially at the edges. Note that the film thickness in the final 
load case was scaled with ��'�� in order to enable straightforward comparison, 
however,  the contact width is still scaled with ��'��. Notable is also that the 
reduction of minimum film thickness at the edges with increased load is 
significantly greater than the reduction of outlet film thickness. Meaning that 
the minimum- and central film thickness ratio becomes smaller for the finite line 
contact compared to the infinite line contact assumption. 

The transient event of loading was studied by instead of assuming steady state 
conditions applying a step increased load. This means that the load was set to 
increase linearly from ��  to ��  over the dimensionless time \� . The rapid 
loading of the contact revealed that during loading, a certain amount of lubricant 
gets entrapped in the contact due to the squeeze effect, meaning that a 
momentarily higher film thickness occurs in the beginning of the loading 
sequence, which has to move through the contact in what can be seen as a 
lubricant wave, see Figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.12. Film thickness for different time steps showing entrapped 

lubricant moving through the contact over time. 

It can also be seen that the contact width increases in F-direction and that the 
minimum film thickness area along F grows significantly as also seen for the 
steady state results. Furthermore, the system is starting to oscillate also after the 
final load has been reached, meaning that lubricant waves are continuously 
influencing both the central film thickness and the minimum film thickness. The 
oscillations do, however, seem to fluctuate with a consistent behaviour after 
around \  § , as can be seen in Figure 4.13. Meaning that one period of 
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oscillation after this dimensionless time value for the studied case will give 
relatively consistent fluctuations that, however, reduces over time. 

 
Figure 4.13. Central film thickness- and minimum film thickness 

oscillations over time. 

It does also become evident that the central- and minimum film thickness values 
fluctuate around the film thickness values predicted with the steady state 
approach, meaning that higher and lower film thickness values will periodically 
occur. The lubricant waves do, of course, also influence the pressure, which can 
be shown by studying the centre of the contact, i.e. along F  at G  !. This 
reveals that depending on the lubricant waves position in the contact, changes 
of localised pressure maxima and momentary changes of the Petrusevich spike 
magnitude can be seen, as shown in Figure 4.14.  
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Figure 4.14. Cross section along F at G  ! for selected time steps showing 
the lubricant waves influence on pressure and film thickness. 

By analysing the pressure and film thickness along the contact width, i.e. along G at F  !, it can be seen that the film thickness is relatively constant at the 
individual time steps, see Figure 4.15. Moreover, a small pressure spike is seen 
to occur at the contact edge, elucidating that the pressure profile over time may 
change over time in a way that may be missed while assuming steady state 
conditions. 
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Figure 4.15. Cross section along G at F  ! for selected time steps showing 
the influence on pressure and film thickness. 

Furthermore, the oscillations for various values of VW , changed with the 
entrainment speed, 6�, were investigated. It can be seen that both the frequency 
and the amplitude are influenced by varying the dimensionless natural frequency 
and entrainment speed, as shown in Figure 4.16. The difference in frequency is 
explained by the size of the lubricant wave and the time it takes for the wave to 
move through (wave length) the contact width, which for the dimensionless case 
simply is two due to the scaling of time with speed and half contact width. 
Therefore, a shorter wavelength will be the case for a higher frequency and vice 
versa. Notable is also that the amplitude was shown to decrease with lower film 
thickness due to the increased stiffness of the lubricating film following the 
thinner film. 
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Figure 4.16. Central film thickness- (solid lines) and minimum film 
thickness (dotted lines) fluctuations for different values of VW. 

It was also found that the frequencies of the minimum film thickness and central 
film thickness with respect to periodic minimum and maximum values were not 
always in phase. This can be explained by the decoupling between the size of 
the lubricant wave and the contact width, making the position of the lubricant 
wave affect the central- and minimum film thickness differently. This means 
that for a low frequency case, where the lubricant waves are relatively wide, the 
minimum- and central film thickness are relatively well in phase, whereas for a 
high frequency case, the lubricant waves are small and therefore the minimum- 
and central film thickness are almost completely out of phase. 

4.2.2 Sub-surface stress variations 
The aforementioned oils in Section 4.1 and their influence on sub-surface stress 
were studied under transient loading conditions, using the input data in Table 
4.1 and Table 4.2. This was done using the applied load over time shown in 
Figure 4.17, which is a smoother version of the step increased load described in 
Eq. (3.22), based on the equation presented by Venner [35], that reads: 

��\�  
���
�� ê ^\  !'
d 8 d!
��${\
\î9(\î
Ø |� ^! � \ ¨ :`]':êê \ © :`]`  (4.2) 

Furthermore, the dimensionless natural frequency was approximately VW é e`]' 
following the operating conditions and geometry data used. 
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Figure 4.17. Applied dimensionless load over time for the transient sub-

surface stress investigation, using \k  ] and ?  !`].. 

Due to the highly transient load, a certain amount of lubricant gets entrapped in 
the contact and has to move through the contact, which also leads to oscillations 
being initiated in the system. This means that lubricant waves will continuously 
go through the contact until the solution settles at the steady state value, as 
discussed in Section 4.2.1. The entering of entrapped lubricant during the 
loading phase is shown in Figure 4.18 for both the PAO and the mineral oil at 
the dimensionless time \  d`t. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.18. Film thickness at \  d`t^for the mineral oil (top) and PAO 

(bottom). 
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The same characteristic behaviour with respect to the viscosity and 
compressibility differences between the oils can be seen, where a thicker 
lubricating film is the case for the mineral oil and the more influenced central 
film thickness for the more compressible PAO. The increased pressure 
following the increase in applied load behaves relatively similar to the steady 
state values at this time step as well, where the same behaviour of pressure spike 
and pressure gradient differences are seen, meaning a sharp pressure spike and 
high pressure gradients for the stiffer oil, seen in Figure 4.19. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.19. Pressure at \  d`t^for the mineral oil (top) and PAO 

(bottom). 

The film thickness and pressure variations and their influence on the sub-surface 
stress for the dimensionless time \  d`t is shown in Figure 4.20. It becomes 
clear that due to the increased pressures, the stress levels increase, however, due 
to the relatively similar pressure distribution as the steady state solution, a 
similar stress field becomes the case, meaning that a maximum stress 
concentration in the vicinity of the surface due to the sharp pressure spike is 
seen for the mineral oil, where for the PAO the maximum stress is found in the 
sub-surface of the contact.  
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Figure 4.20. Von Mises sub-surface stress for the mineral oil (top) and PAO 

(bottom) at the dimensionless time \  d`t. 

Furthermore, as previously seen, the specific logarithmic crowning case studied 
in this investigation leads to an increased pressure at the edges for increased 
loads, meaning that even though the roller is logarithmically crowned, using ��  d, an influence of the edge effect occurs. This further leads to increased 
stress concentrations at the edges, which for the mineral oil were shown to give 
a localised maximum at the edge rather than the centre for the cross section at F  ! along G, as can be seen in Figure 4.21. 

 
Figure 4.21. Von Mises sub-surface stress along G at \  d`t for the 

mineral oil. 

For the PAO, on the other hand, the stress concentration at the edge does not at 
this time step lead to a movement of maximum stress concentration and the 
maximum is still found in the centre of the contact, shown in Figure 4.22. 
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Figure 4.22. Von Mises sub-surface stress along G at \  d`t for the PAO. 

Further analysing the movement of the lubricant wave at the time \  :`t, it 
can be seen that the lubricant wave has entered the contact, shown in Figure 
4.23. The film thickness variations are seen to be smoother for the PAO, while 
also the height of the wave varies to a small extent between the two oils. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.23. Film thickness at \  :`t^for mineral (top) and PAO (bottom) 

The position of the lubricant wave significantly influences the pressure 
distribution, making it distorted compared to the steady state approach. This 
leads to an increased pressure in the central region of the contact for this time 
step, that is seen close to the location of the lubricant wave. For both the mineral 
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oil and the PAO, the central pressure now exceeds the pressure spike maximum, 
as seen in Figure 4.24.  

 

 

 
Figure 4.24. Pressure at \  :`t^for the mineral (top) and PAO (bottom). 

Due to the relatively large changes in pressure distribution, the stress field for 
the mineral oil changes significantly. The maximum stress concentration in the 
vicinity of the surface moves to the centre of the contact due to the maximum 
pressure found in the centre of the contact, as seen in Figure 4.25.  

 
Figure 4.25. Von Mises sub-surface stress for the mineral oil at \  :`t. 
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Moreover, the stress field is leaned towards the position of the lubricant wave. 
It is also seen that, at this time step, the stress concentrations between the two 
oils are relatively similar, which can be seen by comparing the stress field for 
the PAO shown in Figure 4.26 with the stress field for the mineral oil. 

 
Figure 4.26. Von Mises sub-surface stress for the PAO at \  :`t. 

With the maximum load reached, the position of the maximum stress for the 
PAO also moves toward the edge of the roller, shown at the cross section at F  ! along G in Figure 4.27. This means that, even though the PAO shows a lower 
maximum stress concentration, compared to the mineral oil at maximum load, 
a potential risk of failure at the edge becomes higher at the edges of the contact 
for both oils under these operating conditions.  

 

 
Figure 4.27. Von Mises sub-surface stress in the G-direction at \  :`t for 

the mineral oil (top) and PAO (bottom). 
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5 Concluding remarks 
This thesis is the result of research related to finite line EHL contacts operating 
under transient conditions. The underlying motivation has been the intent to 
contribute with an increased fundamental understanding to challenges related to 
the implementation of crankshaft roller bearings in mass production engines, 
which can be used to achieve an improved fuel efficiency of internal combustion 
engines. Important challenges in literature include e.g. increase levels of NVH 
and a reduced durability of the bearing, which have been the main challenges 
addressed to a certain extent in this work. This has been done by developing a 
simulation model based on previous work in the field of EHL.  

The simulation model in this work has been used to study an EHL contact 
found between a logarithmically crowned roller and an inner ring, which is 
supposed to represent a typical contact found in a crankshaft roller bearing. 
Furthermore, due to similarities between EHL contacts in various machine 
elements, the model and the results are applicable to other applications where 
the assumptions made in this work hold. 

An investigation assuming steady state conditions was first conducted, 
allowing for the specific contact to be studied while also the influence of oil 
viscosity-pressure and compressibility-pressure behaviour of two different 
lubricants were investigated. It was seen that a stiffer oil leads to increased 
pressure gradients and an increased Petrusevich spike. Furthermore, this did, for 
the studied case using a relatively incompressible and stiff oil result in an 
additional stress maximum in the vicinity of the surface. However, using a less 
stiff oil showed a more similar behaviour to that of the Hertzian dry contact with 
less surface adjacent stresses.  

Secondly, a transient investigation was conducted in which it was seen that 
film thickness fluctuations can be initiated while applying highly transient loads 
to the system, which in this work has been a step increased load. Moreover, the 
film thickness fluctuations were seen to oscillate around the film thickness 
values predicted using a steady state approach, leading to periodically lower- 
and higher film thickness values seen to further affect the sub-surface stress 
field. It was also seen that during the load increase, an excessive amount of 
lubricant got entrapped in the contact during the contact widening phase, leading 
to momentarily higher film thickness values than the initial film thickness value, 
which also correlates well with literature concerning the point contact problem. 
Furthermore, the central- and minimum film thickness oscillations were seen for 
the finite line EHL contact to have the possibility to oscillate out of phase, which 
is explained by the decoupling between the contact width and the size of the 
lubricant wave moving through the contact. The lubricant waves were also seen 
to influence the stress field in the material, leading to changed positions of 
maximum stress while also, the transient loading conditions were shown to lead 
to increased edge stresses for the specific geometry studied. 
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6 Current limitations and future work 
Important limitations while simulating the EHL contact do in this thesis include 
pure rolling, isothermal conditions, smooth surfaces and Newtonian fluid 
behaviour. Especially important to consider if one is about to study the friction 
in the lubricated contact is the non-Newtonian behaviour of the lubricant and 
the thermal effects, which may also influence film formation for applications 
subjected to high sliding conditions. However, these were omitted in this work 
due to the assumption of their small influence under pure rolling conditions on 
the film formation and pressure distribution. 

Furthermore, the present work has been focused on simulating the finite line 
EHL contact, which is a topic that has not been extensively studied 
experimentally. Even though the modelling approach has been validated to 
point- and infinite line, the lack of experimental validation poses a problem and 
should be conducted to ensure that the results agree with experiments. 

For future work, a path to enable the study of surface initiated fatigue 
becomes important in order to understand the durability and prevent failure 
modes such as micro pitting which becomes detrimental to the crankshaft roller 
bearing due to operation in the mixed lubrication regime following the use of 
low viscosity engine oils. This means that the limitation of smooth surfaces has 
to be overcome and the implementation of surface roughness effects included to 
the study. Due to the relatively high number of degrees of freedom for this 
model, an approach to include deterministically described surface roughness 
may increase simulation times to such an extent that excessive numerical power 
is required. Therefore, alternative approaches may be more optimal to use for 
such studies. 
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Abstract 

Research related to elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) has led to improved performance and 
durability of machine elements where non-conformal contact geometries interact. Only a relatively 
small portion of the EHL literature has, however, dealt with the lubricating performance of finite line 
contacts under non-steady conditions, commonly found in many practical applications. The purpose of 
this work has thus been to further understand the behaviour of finite line EHL contacts under transient 
conditions by studying a finite length roller subjected to a time varying load using a full-system finite 
element approach. The transient load was shown to initiate oscillations in the system, governed by waves 
of lubricant moving through the contact, affecting both pressure and film thickness throughout the 
contact. 
 
Keywords: Elastohydrodynamic lubrication; Finite line contacts; Transient loading; Finite elements 
 

 
1. Introduction 

Research related to elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) is a branch of tribological science that has 
been extensively studied during the last seventy years [1] and has helped engineers and researchers to 
improve designs of machine elements where lubricated non-conformal geometries interact. The majority 
of research related to numerical simulation of EHL has been conducted under the assumption that steady 
state conditions apply. However, in reality, many machine elements operate under constantly changing 
conditions where changes in e.g. load, speed and contact geometry are influencing the lubricating 
conditions over time. Typical examples where transient, non-steady, EHL contacts can be found are e.g. 
in a roller bearing where rolling elements move through the loaded zone, a rotating cam in contact with 
a roller follower or a pair of contacting gear teeth.  

The transient conditions related to the aforementioned examples can be referred to as system related 
time varying conditions, where, on the other hand, there are contact localised transient effects on a 
detailed contact scale, describing e.g. the surface roughness interaction and variation. The contact 
localised transient effects have been studied to a relatively great extent throughout the years [2,3] and 
are out of the scope for this work, which focuses on system related time varying conditions, meaning 
that surface roughness is not considered in this work. 

EHL under non steady conditions was relatively early investigated by Christensen [4] who studied 
the flow between impacting bodies described not only by the pressure, but also by the squeeze of 
lubricant between the approaching bodies. The transient investigations were then further extended by 
e.g. Hook [5] and Larsson [6] to incorporate flow due to the pressure (Poiseuille flow), the entrainment 
(Couette flow) and also the squeeze while solving the EHL problem during time. Other studies focusing 
on vibrations in the contact due to transient loads have also been presented, where Wijnant [7] presented 
a methodology to numerically study the dynamics of ball bearings. This was achieved by the 
development of a model incorporating inertia of the moving bodies, which was shown to enable the 
study of oscillations in the lubricated system [8]. These oscillations were shown to give rise to effects 
that could not be studied assuming steady state conditions and was shown to have good correlation to 
experiments [9,10].   
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Nomenclature  ��  Hertzian contact radius ��� 67  Sum velocity (6� 8 6(� ��91� ��  Thermal expansivity, vol.-temp. ��ë
�� 6�  Entrainment speed �679:� ��91� �  Doolittle parameter 6' ;' < x-, y-, z-component of elastic def. ���   Compliance matrix  =' >'? X-, Y-, Z-component of elastic def. ��� �  Modulus of elasticity ���� @A  Displacement vector ��  Reduced modulus of elasticity ���� >  Volume of lubricant ��B� �  Applied load ��� >3   Volume at ref. state of lubricant ��B� ��  Initial applied load ��� C' D' E  Spatial coordinates ��� ��  Final load ��� F' G' H Dimensionless spatial coordinates �  Dimensionless load ��� EI  Crowning design parameter ��� �  Dimensionless equivalent geometry ���   �  Film thickness ��� JK  Temperature coefficient of �� ��
�� �  Dimensionless film thickness ��� L  Rigid body displacement ��� ��  Length of element LM  Dimensionless deformation ��� ��  Isothermal bulk modulus, �  ! ���� N  Dimensionless rigid body disp. ��� ���  Isothermal bulk modulus at !^ % ���� O  Strain tensor  ���  Rate of change of �� at �  ! PQ  Occupied vol. thermal expansivity ��
�� ��' �(  Design parameters for crowning ��� RS' TS  Lamé parameters ���� &�' &(  Length of roller and ring respectively ��� T  Viscosity ���1� )  Order of stabilisation T�  Viscosity at ambient pressure ���1� �  Mass in motion �*+� TM  Dimensionless viscosity ��� �  Pressure ���� U  Poisson’s ratio ��� �,  Maximum Hertzian pressure ���� VW  Dimensionless natural frequency ��� -  Dimensionless pressure ��� X  Density �*+9�B� -.  Local Peclet number in element  X�  Density at ambient pressure �*+9�B� /�  Occupied volume fraction at ref. state XM  Dimensionless density ��� /�  Reduced radius in x-direction ��� XYZ  Artificial diffusion tuning parameter /�  Reduced radius in y-direction ��� [  Stress tensor  0  Time �1� \  Dimensionless time ��� 23  Reference temperature �%� \�  Dimensionless end time of step load ��� 24�5   Oil temperature �%�   
 

 
Furthermore, the EHL contact has traditionally been treated either as an infinite line contact (1D 
problem) or, elliptical- or point contact (2D problem). Historically important studies related to the 
infinite line contact include the works by e.g. Petrusevich [11], Dowson and Higginsson [12] and others, 
who laid the foundation of the EHL understanding and theoretical simulation based on Ertel and 
Grubin’s [13,14] discovery of the influence on both deformation and rheology due to the relatively high 
contact pressure in the contact. Other historically important studies are e.g. the development of empirical 
formulas by Hamrock and Dowson [15], who published a series of papers that gave engineers tools to 
use for machine element design also for point- and elliptical contacts. Later, thanks to advances in 
numerical simulation in the form of the multigrid technique applied to EHL contacts by Lubrecht et al. 
[16] and further extended by Venner [17], detailed contact studies were enabled with relatively high 
efficiency. 

Even though the understanding of the infinite line- and elliptical contacts has been well established, 
many of the aforementioned machine components are described by finite length EHL contacts. Thereby 
the analysis of the whole contact geometry becomes important and especially the edges, while 
optimising the lubricating performance for such applications. This is a topic that has not been studied 
to the same extent as the simpler geometries. However, an early investigation was made by Mostofi and 
Gohar [18] who simulated a cylindrical roller geometry and found that the minimum film thickness and 
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maximum pressure were found near the edges of the roller. Their work was also later improved by Park 
and Kim [19] who obtained improved contour plots of the contact footprint itself. Detailed contact 
studies have been conducted for the finite line contact under steady state conditions by Zhu et al. [20] 
who also incorporated realistic geometries. However, the deformation was solved by using Boussinesq’s 
integral which is based on the infinite elastic half space approach, which may lead to a relatively large 
approximation of the deformation at the contact ends.  

Habchi et al. [21] developed a full-system finite element (FE) approach to the EHL problem with 
focus on infinite line- and point contacts operating under steady-state conditions. This methodology led 
to further work being done by Shirzadegan et al. [22] in the field of steady state investigations of finite 
line contacts, where the edges could effectively be studied by utilisation of classical elasticity theory 
and the use of a finite domain at which the EHL problem was solved. Their work has since then been 
further extended to analyse e.g. the influence of coatings for the finite line contact [23].  

The literature does only cover to a very limited extent, to the authors’ knowledge, the behaviour of 
the finite line contact subjected to transient loading conditions [24]. This shows that a natural next step 
in the understanding and design of EHL contacts found in a plethora of machine elements, where 
transient loads affects e.g. the film thickness and pressure distribution is necessary. Therefore, the 
present study aims at providing an increased understanding of the system response of a finite length 
EHL contact under transient loading conditions while at the same time, in a comprehensive manner, 
present the way it is modelled. The presented model is used to simulate the behaviour of a non-
conformal lubricated contact between a logarithmically crowned roller and a ring subjected to a step 
increased load, which is a case typically found in a roller bearing. The investigation is split into two 
parts; where at first a basic understanding of the steady state solution is established, studying the film 
thickness footprint and the EHL characteristics throughout the contact, while also comparing the finite 
line contact model to the infinite line approximation. Thereafter continuing into an investigation of the 
system response to an applied transient load, where oscillations initiated by a step load are studied, 
mainly with focus on what has been seen to be fluctuations around the steady state value. This is an 
effect that becomes especially important to consider while analysing systems that never reaches steady 
state conditions during operation.  
 
2. Methodology 

The methodology and model described in this section can be used to study finite length EHL contacts 
under transient conditions. In the model, the contact simulated represents the contact between a rolling 
element with logarithmic crowning and the inner ring in a cylindrical roller bearing, shown 
schematically in Figure 2.1. In order to simplify the model, the contacting bodies are described as an 
equivalent geometry, where the influence of the chamfered zone on the inner ring is neglected and the 
rounded corner on the rolling element is not included. Instead the logarithmic crowning is assumed to 
reach all the way out to the end of the roller. Moreover, isothermal conditions, Newtonian fluid 
behaviour and smooth surfaces are assumed, which are all parameters that have been studied and 
included in simulation models presented in literature. However, the focus of this work is the influence 
of transient loads and the following effect on pressure and film thickness in the finite line contact, which 
is done under pure rolling condition. Therefore, the film formation can be assumed to be relatively well 
approximated using an isothermal- and Newtonian fluid approach. 

 
Figure 2.1. Schematic of the simulated bodies in contact.  
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2.1. Mathematical model 
 

The mathematical model presented below is given in dimensionless form, where the dimensionless 
parameters are obtained by utilising reference parameters, including the Hertzian dry contact parameters. 
By utilizing dimensionless parameters, independent variables and results close to unity can be achieved 
during calculations. The scaling of relevant parameters in this work was done according to: 

F  C�� ' G  D&� ' ^ ^ H  E�� ' �  �/���( ' N  L/���( '
-  ��, ' XM  XX3 ' uv  TT3 ' \  06��� ' �  ��� '

 (2.1) 

 
where C, D and E are the spatial coordinates, � is the film thickness, L is the rigid body displacement, &�  is the length of the rolling element, �  is the hydrodynamic pressure, X  and X3  represent the 
lubricant density and ambient density respectively, T  and T3  represent the lubricant viscosity and 
ambient viscosity respectively, 0 is the time, 6� is the entrainment speed and, � and �� are the applied 
load and initial load respectively. The Hertzian pressure, �,, and the dry contact width, ��, are defined 
as: 

�,  :�r��&� ' ��  st�/�r��&�` (2.2) 

where /� and �� represent the equivalent radius and reduced modulus of elasticity respectively. The 
reduced modulus of elasticity is defined depending on Poisson’s ratio for each material, U� and U(, 
and the elastic modulus of elasticity for each material' �� and �(, according to: :��  �d � U�(��� 8 �d � U((��( ` (2.3) 

 

2.1.1 Elastohydrodynamic model  
 

The pressure build-up in the lubricating film can be solved by utilising the Reynolds equation, which 
governs the hydrodynamic pressure build-up in a thin fluid film. The Reynolds equation scaled with the 
aforementioned dimensionless parameters in Eq. (2.1) and (2.2) reads: xxF {PM x-xF| 8 xxG {}PM x-xG|  x�XM��xF 8 x�XM��x\ ' (2.4) 

where 

P M  XM�BTMR ' R  d:6�T3/��,��B ' }  ��&�` (2.5) 

The film thickness, ��F' G' \�, is described by the geometry of the contacting bodies, ��F' G�, the 
rigid body displacement, N, and the deformation, LM, according to: ��F' G' \�  N 8 ��F' G� 8 LM` (2.6) 

The geometry studied in this work does, as already mentioned, represent a logarithmically crowned 
roller in contact with an inner ring in a cylindrical roller bearing. However, in order to simplify the 
problem, the geometries can be described as a single equivalent radius in x-direction by reducing the 
radii according to: 

/�  y d/�~ 8 d/��z

�` (2.7) 

The roller geometry can then be simply described as a parabola in x-direction in combination with a 
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logarithmic crowning in y-direction, starting at �(&�9:, as shown in Figure 2.2. 

 
Figure 2.2. Schematic of the roller geometry with relevant parameters. Note that the crowning is 

exaggerated. 

The logarithmic crowning was described by the relationship introduced by Fujiwara and Kawase [25] 
who modified the equations derived by Johns-Gohar [26] in order to allow utilisation of the design 
parameters EI , ��  and �( , which in dimensionless form results in the following mathematical 
expression for the whole contact geometry: 

��F' G�  
���
�� F(: �G� � d � �(: '
F(: � /���( �Q �� �d � �d � ��� {� EI�Q|� y:�G� � d^�( 8 dz(� �G� � d � �(: ' (2.8) 

where the crowning, �Q, which is dependent on the applied load, is described as: 

�Q  :����r&���` (2.9) 

Note that with �(  d, the whole length of the roller becomes logarithmically crowned. 
The dimensionless deformation, LM , in Eq. (2.6) can be calculated by utilising classical elasticity 

theory, where the stress equilibrium in this work was solved in a quasi-static manner, meaning that the 
stress equilibrium reads: ��;�[�  ÕÖ[  !' (2.10) 

where the stress tensor, [, is related to the strain tensor, O, with the compliance matrix, , according to 
Hooke’s law: [  O�@��  Õ@�' (2.11) 

with 

ÕÖ  �x9xC ! !! x9xD !! ! x9xE
x9xE ! x9xD! x9xE x9xCx9xC x9xD ! � ' @�  ï=>?ð` (2.12) 

For more details regarding the formulation of the aforementioned elasticity equations, the reader is 
referred to e.g. Reddy [27]. 

Writing Eq. (2.10) in another form based on the dimensionless parameters given in Eq. (2.1), (2.2) 
and, =  6/�9��( , >  ;/�9��(  and ?  </�9��( , the relation between the deformations in the 
material of the deformed body can be described according to [28]:  
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xxF ¢�RS 8 :TS� x=xF 8 RS} x>xG 8 RS x?xH £ 8 } xxG ¢TS {} x=xG 8 x>xF|£ 8 xxH ¢TS {x=xH 8 x?xF |£  !
xxF ¢TS {} x=xG 8 x>xF|£ 8 } xxG ¢RS x=xF 8 �RS 8 :TS�} x>xG 8 RS x?xH £ 8 xxH ¢TS {x>xH 8 } x?xG |£  !
xxF ¢TS {x=xH 8 x?xF |£ 8 } xxG ¢TS {x>xH 8 } x?xG |£ 8 xxH ¢RS x=xF 8 RS} x>xG 8 �RS 8 :TS� x?xH £  !

 (2.13) 

where RS and TS are the Lamé parameters, comprising the dimensionless modulus of elasticity, �v  ��C9�/C-��, and Poisson’s ratio, U, according to: 

RS  U�v�d 8 U��d � :U� ' TS  �v:�d 8 U� ` (2.14) 

By solving Eq. (2.13), the deformation in Eq. (2.6) is simply given by LM  �?�. The aforementioned 
elasticity model is limited to small elastic deformations of homogeneous isotropic materials. 

The pressure required to carry the applied load can be solved by integrating the pressure over the 
contact domain and balancing this with the applied load and the inertia of the moving body. This can be 
written in dimensionless form by defining the dimensionless natural frequency, VW , as shown by 
Wijnant and Venner [8], resulting in:  dVW( �

(N�\( 8 :r¤ -�F' G' \��F�G  ��\�¥¦ ' (2.15) 

where the dimensionless natural frequency reads: 

VW  s§/����67( ` (2.16) 

The dimensionless applied load over time, ��2�, was in this work chosen to be described as a step 
increased load, which relates to a highly transient event found in e.g. a rolling element bearing subjected 
to a sudden increase in load. The step was defined in the same manner as Wijnant et al. [9] where the 
increase from �� is linear over the time, 2�, until the final load, ��, is reached, according to: 

��\�  
���
�� d ^ ^ \  !'
d 8 �� � ���� \\� ^ ! � \ ¨ \�'���� \ © \�`

 (2.17) 

2.1.2 Rheology 
 

As already realised by Ertel and Grubin [13], the pressure in an EHL contact reaches values that 
influence the rheology of the lubricant, meaning that density- and viscosity changes have to be 
accounted for while simulating the lubricating performance. The change in density due to pressure was 
in this work described by the Tait equation of state (EOS), which can be used to describe the 
compressibility of a liquid lubricant with relatively high accuracy at high pressures [29]. The Tait EOS 
can hence be used to describe the density of the lubricant by assuming constant mass, based on the 
lubricant specific parameters ���, ��, ��� and JK, according to: 

X��' 2�  X3 $ ª�d � dd 8 ��� ) �d 8 ��� �d 8 ��®��� �d 8 ���24�5 � 23��¬

�' (2.18) 

where 24�5 is the oil temperature, 23 the reference temperature and ��  ��� �����JK24�5� describes 
the bulk modulus dependence on temperature. 

The viscosity-pressure relationship described by Doolittle was utilized in order to describe the 
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viscosity changes based on the free volume in the contact, which is made relatively straight forward 
using the Tait EOS [30]. The Doolittle viscosity-pressure equation can be written based on the reference 
total volume, >3 , reference occupied volume >"3 , occupied volume >"  and total volume > 
according to: 

T��' 2�  T3 $ ���  �/� ª >" >"3«> >3« � /� $ >" >"3« � dd � /�¬¡' (2.19) 

where the parameters /� and � are lubricant specific parameters and the occupied volume varies with 
temperature according to >"9>"3  d 8 PQ�24�5 � 23�, which for the isothermal case simply reduces to 
1. 

In order to handle the free boundary problem at the outlet of the contact where cavitation occurs, the 
penalty method introduced by Wu [31] was utilized, as proposed by Habchi et al. [32]. The penalty 
method is based on adding a sufficiently large number to the Reynolds equation (Eq. (2.4)) that is 
multiplied with the pressure in the cavitated region, which will supress the negative pressures and 
accurately find the free boundary. This approach has been shown to fulfil the Reynolds boundary 
condition and hence preserve mass continuity over the cavitation boundary [31]. The implementation 
of the method is straightforward due to the only addition of the penalty term to the Reynolds equation, 
which means that the Reynolds equation instead reads: xxF {PM x-xF| 8 } xxG {P Mx-xG| � x�XM��xF � x�XM��x\ � ± $ -
  !' (2.20) 

where the pressure in the cavitated area -
 is simply the negative part of the pressure, namely: 

-
  ²!' - � !-' - � !' (2.21) 

and the constant ±� is a sufficiently large number to supress the negative pressures applied as: ±  ��( $ ±�` (2.22) 

Due to the straightforward implementation and the way the mass continuity over the cavitation boundary 
is preserved, this type of method to handle the free boundary problem was by the authors preferred for 
the current model. 

2.2. Numerical procedure  
 
The equations were solved in a commercially available FEM software [33], where the aforementioned 
equations in Section 2.1 are implemented and solved on a sufficiently large dimensionless finite domain 
with appropriate boundary conditions as shown in Figure 2.3, for more details see Shirzadegan [34]. 
The boundary condition related to the contact domain, VQ, represents the contact itself and therefore 
the computed hydrodynamic pressure is applied on this domain, meaning that the boundary condition 
on the solid domain reads: �W  - $ ·̧ , with zero pressure on the boundaries of VQ. Two fixed boundary 
conditions are applied on the upper and lower domains, V� and V(, representing the roller and the 
inner ring respectively; one on top of the upper domain, xV³~ and one on the bottom of the lower 
domain, wV´�. In order to utilise the contact symmetry, which is the case for a perfectly aligned roller 
and ring, symmetrical boundary conditions are applied in the middle of the two domains (at G  !), 
namely wV7� and xV7(. All other edges are free, meaning that deformation of e.g. the contact edge is 
allowed. These boundary conditions can be summarised mathematically as follows: 

���
�
���
=  >  ?  ! �0^xµ³~^ ��^ xV´�'>  ! �0^xµ7~��^ xV¶�'
�W $ ·̧  �¹¹  �- �0^µQ'

�W  ! .)º.<�.».`
^ (2.23) 
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Figure 2.3. Computational domain with relevant boundary conditions. Based on figure in [34].  

The discretisation of the domain was made using triangular- and tetrahedral elements, where the mesh 
density was allowed to be reduced further away from the contact domain. A finer resolution in Y-
direction was utilised and achieved by allowing 20 times larger elements in X-direction compared to 
the Y-direction. This allows the gradients in Y-direction to be solved with relatively fine resolution 
without using an excessive number of elements in X-direction. The element type was for the 
hydrodynamic part set to two-dimensional Lagrange quintic elements while for the elasticity part, three-
dimensional Lagrange quadratic elements were used [35].  

The equations were solved using the Hertzian dry contact solution as an initial guess to the EHL 
problem, further utilizing a Newton-Raphson iteration scheme for the fully coupled system, where the 
rigid body displacement was iterated until a relative error of d!
g was achieved. For more details 
regarding the iteration procedure, the reader is referred to Habchi’s work [35]. The steady-state EHL 
solution was then used as initial solution to the time dependent EHL problem, where the implicit 
numerical method backward differentiation formula (BDF) was used, using an interpolating polynomial 
of maximum 3 and minimum 1. The dimensionless time steps were automatically chosen to be 
sufficiently small for the solver to converge, using a maximum dimensionless time step of 0.04 with a 
relative tolerance of 0.01 between the time steps and an absolute tolerance of 0.01 for all variables. 

 

2.2.1 Galerkin formulation 
 

The weak formulation of the Reynolds equation can be formulated by multiplying Eq. (2.4) with a test 
function and integrating over the domain where it is applied, where in the case of the Galerkin 
formulation the test function equals the weight function in the finite element formulation. The Reynolds 
equation is therefore formulated based on the contact domain where it is applied, i.e. VQ, and in the 
same manner, the weak form for the elasticity equation (see e.g. Hughes [36]), Eq. (2.10), and load 
balance, Eq. (2.15), are formulated for the whole discretised domain, resulting in: 
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¿À�Á^ �-' @A'��� Â Ãk Ä ÃÅÆ Ä Ç^ 1ÈÉÊ^ ËÊ�Ë^ Ì�ÍÎ'ÏÅÆ' ÍÐÑ� Â Ãk Ä ÃÅÆ Ä Ç' Ò��^ Ê�1Ó^  

��
��
��
��Ô {PM x-xF|¥¦

wÍÎxF �V � Ô } {PM x-xG|wÍÎxG �V¥¦ 8 Ô XM� xÍÎxF �V¥¦ 8 Ô XM� xÍÎx\ �V¥¦ 8 Ô ±-
ÍÎ�V¥¦  !
Ô ��ÕÏÅ��Ö�Õ@���V¥ 8Ô ���W $ ·̧ �ÏÅÆÖ �V¥×  !

Ô :r-ÍÐÑ¥ �V 8 � dV( �(N�\( � ��\��ÍÐÑ  !`
 (2.24) 

Note that the test function vector related to the elasticity reads ÏÅÆÖ  ½ÍÅ'Í�'ÍØ¾.   
 

2.2.2 Stabilization 
 
It has long been known that the instability of the Reynolds equation in highly loaded contacts can be 
described by the fact that the equation becomes convection dominant in the high pressure zone due to 
the piezoviscous response leading to the fact that the diffusion term becomes small. This give rise to 
oscillations using the Galerkin formulation [21], meaning that the Reynolds equation has to be stabilized 
accordingly. This can be done in different ways, where the stabilization technique used in this work is 
the same as proposed by Alakhamsing et al. [23], namely by using artificial diffusion (AD). AD, which 
is a non-residual based stabilisation method is implemented simply by adding diffusion terms to the 
Reynolds equation, leading to the Reynolds equation in Eq. (2.24), excluding the penalty term, being 
written as: 

�Ô ��PM 8 pYZ'Ù� x-xF�¥¦
wÍÎxF �V � Ô ��}PM 8 pYZ'Ú� x-xG� wÍÎxG �V¥¦ 8 Ô XM� xÍÎxF �V¥¦

8 Ô XM� xÍÎx\ �V¥¦  !` (2.25) 

The AD terms, based on the local Peclet number, -. , the convection coefficient, J , and length of 
element, ��, reads: 

�pYZ'ÙpYZ'Ú�  ���J�:) ��-.� ²XYZÙXYZÚÛ ' ��-.�  ÉÒËÊ�-.� � d-.' (2.26) 

where the convection coefficient and the local Peclet number is described as proposed by Galeão et al. 
[37]:  

J  � xXMx- ' -.  �J���:Ü) ^ ' Ü  {dP M 8 d}PM|
�^ ^  (2.27) 

The choice of the tuning parameters XYZÙ  and XYZÚ  are relatively arbitrary but the guidelines 
mentioned in [23] and [32] can be utilised to avoid affecting the solution to any significant degree. 
 
3. Results and discussion 

In this section the numerical results obtained with the previously described model, focusing on film 
thickness and pressure in the contact, are presented and analysed. Steady state results are first studied, 
especially with focus on the edge effect and film thickness values that will act as reference to the 
transient results. Later, the transient results are studied and an investigation that aims at studying the 
time dependent events taking place due to the step increased load is conducted in order to further 
understand how the transient solution differ from the steady state analysis with respect to film thickness 
and pressure. Also, the variations in the system’s response to various entrainment speeds, and therefore 
various dimensionless natural frequencies as well, are analysed and discussed.  

The input data used is listed in Table 3.1 and describes a typical roller bearing application lubricated 
with oil, using rheology data from literature [30]. The geometry and rheology were kept constant 
throughout the simulations in order to restrict the study to the operating conditions, i.e. the influence of 
load and entrainment speed. The simulation time to generate transient results of 8 dimensionless time 
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units using the specified operating conditions, solved on a mesh of approximately 1.7 million degrees 
of freedom, takes approximately 2-4 days with a computer using an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 
processor. 

Table 3.1. Operating conditions used for the simulations. 

Parameter Value Unit Parameter Value Unit /�~ ]`]^ �� -,'�� !`t§ �-� /�� :§`å] �� -,'�� d`do �-� &� dd^ �� T� §e`å^ ÉìË &( dt^ �� X� t§]^ *+9�B �� :^ � �� t $ d!
l �ë
� �( d^ � � a`at: ��� EI d: u� JK e`] $ d!
B �
� � :!!^ b�� ��� dd ��� ; 0.3^ � ��� o �-� �� d!!!^ � /� !`ee§d ��� �� :!!!^ í 24�5  23 :oa`d] � \� d`å ��� XYZÙ !`] ��� 6� a^ �91 XYZÚ !`!: ��� � !`!d^ *+ ) : ��� ��'�� et`t u� VW å`!å ��� ��'�� oå`§ u� ±� d!g ��� 
 

3.1. Steady state simulations 
 

The steady state simulations in this section aim to generate a fundamental understanding of the film 
thickness profile for the specific geometry under the operating conditions used, not only to understand 
what to expect from the transient simulations but also to investigate how the finite length EHL contact 
behaves under steady state conditions, especially with respect to the edges. A comparison between the 
finite line contact solution and the infinite line contact assumption is also made. 

The film thickness profile for the logarithmically crowned roller subjected to a constant load, ��, 
using the input data in Table 3.1, revealed that the middle region of the contact has a relatively constant 
film thickness along the G-direction that stretches almost all the way out to the contact edges, as shown 
in Figure 3.1. However, close to the edges a reduction of film thickness can be seen, as expected [19], 
where also the minimum film thickness can be found.  

 
Figure 3.1. Dimensionless film thickness footprint for the logarithmically crowned roller (scaled with 

initial load). 
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The logarithmic crowning of the roller was shown to result in a relatively smooth pressure 

distribution along the contact, as seen in Figure 3.2 (a). This, in comparison to e.g. a cylindrical roller 
with rounded edges that shows a sharp pressure spike [19], leads to less severe operating conditions. 
However, as described in Eq. (2.9), the logarithmic crowning that leads to the removal of the pressure 
spike is based on the applied load, combined with a factor ��, meaning that the specific geometry for 
a certain load case may not give an optimal pressure distribution for varying loading conditions. 
However, in this case where the load parameter is based on the final load case ���  :), the pressure 
is shown to become smooth due to the relatively low pressure -,'��. In the centre of the contact along F �G  !�, the characteristic EHL appearance is seen with a relatively small pressure spike at the outlet.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3.2. Film thickness and pressure profiles along G at F  ! (a) and along F at G  ! (b). 

It can be seen in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 (a) that an increase of film thickness happens right before 
the rapid decrease close to the edge of the contact. This can be explained partly by the increased 
curvature, but also by the reduction of pressure at the edge of the contact, which influences the density 
of the lubricant leading to an increase in film thickness following the pressure distribution. This can 
simply be shown by neglecting the Poiseuille flow in Eq. (2.4) due to the viscosity increase as discussed 
by e.g. Venner and Bos [38], leading to XM�  ë' (3.1) 

where ë is a constant. What can be seen in these results is that the compressibility affects the whole 
contact geometry, which leads to a relatively counter-intuitive impression along the Y-direction, where 
an increase in film thickness occurs before the sharp reduction of near the edge. Moreover, for an 
incompressible lubricant this effect will, obviously, not be the case. The same dependence can, as 
previously shown by other authors e.g. Larsson and Höglund [39], be seen for the film thickness along F at G  !, shown in Figure 3.2 (b). 

The film thickness for the central part of the contact, along F  at G  ! , can be relatively well 
approximated with the infinite line contact assumption. However, due to the flow out of the contact in 
the transverse direction in combination with the logarithmic crowning for the finite length roller, a 
thinner film and a wider contact width will be the case. For a relatively long roller, however, the 1D and 
2D solutions will start to converge, as shown in Figure 3.3. The infinite line contact model used for the 
comparison was based on the 1D model presented by Habchi [35]. The stabilisation in 1D was, however, 
made with both the residual based Galerkin least square technique (GLS) and the non-residual based 
AD technique in order to analyse the influence of AD on the solution in F-direction. It was shown that 
the AD affects the solution in a negligible manner with the tuning parameter value used, i.e. XYZÙ  !`], also shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3. Film thickness comparison between the infinite line contact and finite line contact (at G  !) for &� and d!!!&�, while also comparing GLS to AD. 

Further by analysing the load case using an increased load, ��, applied to the same roller geometry, 
achieved by reducing �� to 1, it can be seen that the film thickness profile changes somehow compared 
to the initial load case. As expected, the minimum film thickness position is moved closer to the edge 
and is further reduced, while also the reduced film thickness area close to the edge is stretched along 
the contact in F-direction, shown in Figure 3.4.  

 
Figure 3.4. Dimensionless film thickness for the final load case rescaled with initial load case for 

comparison (note that F is still scaled with ��). 

The momentary increase in film thickness close to the edge is not as pronounced as for the lower 
pressure case, mainly due to the generally lower film thickness in combination with a sharper decrease 
of pressure close to the edge, leading to a smaller difference in general along the contact, as seen in 
Figure 3.5 (a). Also, it is notable that the increase in film thickness is not visible in Figure 3.4 due to the 
contour levels. Furthermore, it can be seen that the contact width is not noteworthy changed in G-
direction but significantly increased in F-direction due to the geometry of the roller.  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3.5. Film thickness and pressure profiles along G at F  ! (a) and along F at G  ! (b) 
for the final load case (note that -'� and F is scaled with the initial load case for comparison). 

3.2. Transient simulations 
Instead of assuming that the system directly stabilizes at the final loading condition, a step load analysis 
was conducted with the load described according to Eq. (2.17), meaning that the load was increased 
linearly from �� to �� over the dimensionless time, \�, in order to investigate the transition between 
the two load values. The same input data as for the steady state investigation was used for this analysis, 
i.e. the data listed in Table 3.1.  

By applying the step increased load to the roller, an increase in contact width can be seen over time, 
as shown in Figure 3.6. It can also be seen that a certain amount of lubricant gets entrapped in the contact 
during the first moments in time due to the squeeze effect, meaning that a momentarily higher central 
film thickness occurs during loading, see Figure 3.7. This can be explained by the relatively high contact 
pressures leading to an increased viscosity, meaning that the lubricant gets entrapped within the contact 
during the contact widening phase, and hence has to travel through the contact rather than getting 
squeezed out of it. 

 
a) \  ! 

 
b) \  d 

 
c) \  : 

 
d) \  a 

 
e) \  § 

 
f) \  ] 

 
g) \  e 

 
h) \ é e`] 

 
i) \  å 

 
Figure 3.6. Film thickness for selected time steps showing the influence of entrapped lubricant. 
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It does also become clear that the contact width significantly increases in the F-direction compared to 
the G-direction, which was also seen in the steady state investigation. This is, as previously mentioned, 
explained by the finite length of the roller, meaning that the deformation of the geometry only applies 
radially as opposed to the point contact case. Furthermore, the Poisson effect increases the contact width 
to a small extent in the G-direction. The reduced film thickness area along the roller, i.e. the edge effect, 
is showing the same behaviour as in the steady state investigation, namely the minimum film thickness 
moves closer to the outer edge of the contact while at the same time it covers a larger area along F. 
However, the minimum film thickness now fluctuates due to the lubricant waves passing by.  

The change in load hence initiates oscillations in the system due to the continuously moving lubricant 
in combination with the inertia of the system, leading to film thickness fluctuations over time, not only 
during loading but also after reaching the final load value. It can be seen that the system shows a more 
consistent behaviour with respect to the oscillations after approximately \  § , meaning that no 
significant change between one period of oscillation is expected when the final contact width has been 
reached, as can be seen in Figure 3.7 and, Figure 3.6 f), g) and i). Similar phenomena was also seen 
during studies of the point contact [8].  

 
Figure 3.7. Central- and minimum film thickness fluctuations over time. 

The fluctuations are seen to oscillate around the steady state values, where lower- and higher film 
thickness values are periodically achieved for both the central and minimum film thickness values. 
Especially important to recognise is the reduction of the film thickness that occurs, which will lead to 
periodically higher pressures than predicted with the steady state investigation. Further studying the 
centre of the contact along F (G  !), the fluctuations that are moving through the contact from the 
inlet to the outlet of the contact are shown to increase the pressure locally based on the position of the 
entrapped lubricant, leading to continuously changing position of pressure maximum and also 
momentary changes of the characteristic EHL pressure spike, as can be seen in Figure 3.8. Comparing 
the pressure distribution oven time to the steady state values of the final load reveals that the locally 
increased pressures over time reaches pressure values that are higher than what is predicted with the 
steady state approach, also after the final load has been reached (see Figure 3.5 (b) for comparison). 

Along the contact width it can be seen that the film thickness is relatively constant at individual time 
steps while following the fluctuations that moves through the contact over time, see Figure 3.9. 
Furthermore, even though Eq. (2.9) describes the geometry based on the final load case, i.e. ��  :, a 
small pressure spike is seen to occur during the passing of lubricant waves. The pressure spike partly 
occurs due to the choice of design parameters, however, the importance of considering the load 
variations while designing the roller is elucidated and a perfectly smooth pressure distribution cannot 
with certainty be guaranteed throughout time. The durability influence from the increased localised 
pressure maxima and the effect on NVH arising from the vibrations, typically in a rolling element 
bearings, may be optimised and sources of vibrations understood by considering the transient effects 
and the influence of the lubricant waves.  
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Figure 3.8. Cross section along F (G  !) for selected time steps showing the entrapped lubricant 
moving through the contact. 
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Figure 3.9. Cross section along G (F  !) for selected time steps showing the influence of entrapped 
lubricant along the roller. 
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As previously seen, the system starts to fluctuate relatively consistently after approximately \  § 
with slight reduction of amplitude for each cycle, as seen in Figure 3.7. This dampening occurs due to 
the viscous losses in the contact and can be studied by analysing the relationship between mutual 
approach and dimensionless contact load over time, which enables quantification of the work done by 
the contact load [7]. The losses over one cycle, in this case \  ]  to \  e`a , are visualised in a 
hysteresis loop shown in Figure 3.10. The area enclosed by the loop equals the work done by the load 
over one period of oscillation and the losses hence mean that after a certain amount of time, the solution 
levels out completely at the new steady state value, i.e. if no additional transient event occurs before 
then. 

 

Figure 3.10. Hysteresis loop enclosing the work done over one cycle (\  ] to \  e`a). 

The oscillations for various values of VW, changed with the entrainment speed, 6�' were shown to vary 
with respect to both frequency and amplitude. The difference in frequency depends on both the 
dimensionless time it takes for one lubricant wave to pass through the contact and the size of the 
lubricant wave (wave length) that is moving through. Since the dimensionless time for one lubricant 
wave to move through the contact is constant between the compared cases due to the scaling of time 
with speed, smaller lubricant waves will be the case for a higher dimensionless frequency values, as can 
be seen in Figure 3.11. Also, the amplitude of the oscillations was shown to decrease for lower film 
thicknesses and vice-versa, meaning that, as expected, the stiffness of the contact increases with lower 
film thickness.  

 
Figure 3.11. Central film thickness (solid lines) and minimum film thickness (dotted lines) 

fluctuations for different values of VW and entrainment speed. 
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Another interesting phenomenon that can be seen is that the frequencies of the minimum film thickness 
and central film thickness with respect to maximum- and minimum values are not always in phase. This 
is explained by the decoupling between the contact width and the size of the entrapped lubricant wave 
going through (which as previously discussed only depends on the dimensionless frequency), meaning 
that the position of the lubricant wave affects the minimum film thickness independently of the central 
film thickness and vice versa. This can be elucidated by analysing the differences in Figure 3.11, where 
the low frequency case (meaning relatively large lubricant waves) leads to the minimum- and central 
film thicknesses to be more or less in phase, while for the intermediate frequency, an offset can be seen 
between the oscillations and lastly for the high frequency case, the oscillations are seen to be more or 
less out of phase. Furthermore, an increased contact width for a specific frequency value will increase 
the decoupling due to the constant wave length.  

4. Conclusions 

A model that enables analysis of finite length EHL contacts during transient loading conditions has been 
developed and implemented in commercial FEM software. This model has been used to study the 
behaviour of an EHL contact found between a logarithmically crowned roller and an inner ring, typically 
found in a roller bearing.  

First, an investigation assuming steady state conditions was conducted, focusing on pressure and 
film thickness while also showing that the finite length EHL contact shows slightly different behaviour 
in the centre of the contact compared to the infinite line contact assumption. This was shown to depend 
on both the geometrical differences along the roller and the side flow out of the contact, which is 
especially true for shorter rollers. Secondly, a transient investigation was conducted, showing that film 
thickness fluctuations are initiated while applying a step increased load to the system. The film thickness 
fluctuations were seen to oscillate around the previously predicted steady state values, leading to 
periodically lower- and higher film thickness values that dampens out with time due to viscous losses 
in the contact. During the step increased load event it was also seen that an excessive amount of lubricant 
gets entrapped in the contact during the contact widening phase, leading to momentarily higher film 
thickness values than the initial film thickness value, which also correlates well with literature 
concerning the point contact problem.  

The central- and minimum film thickness oscillations were seen to have the possibility to oscillate 
out of phase. This was seen to be explained by the decoupling between the contact width and the size 
of the lubricant wave moving through the contact. The lubricant waves, which moves through the 
contact in a constant amount of dimensionless time independent of dimensionless frequency, will affect 
the central- and minimum film thickness differently based only on the size of the lubricant wave for a 
specific contact width, meaning that the central- and minimum film thickness oscillations will be 
decoupled, which will be especially pronounced for higher frequencies due to the relatively small 
lubricant waves. 
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Abstract 

In order to adapt to increasingly stringent CO2 regulations, the automotive industry must develop and 
evaluate low cost, low emission solutions in the powertrain technology. This often implies increased 
power density and the use of low viscosity oils, leading to additional challenges related to the durability 
of various machine elements. Therefore, an increased understanding of lubricated contacts becomes 
important where oil viscosity-pressure and compressibility-pressure behaviour have been shown to 
influence the film thickness and pressure distribution in EHL contacts, further influencing the durability. 
In this work, a finite line EHL contact is analysed with focus on the oil compressibility and viscosity 
behaviour, comparing two oils with relatively different pressure response and its influence on sub-
surface stress concentrations in the contacting bodies. Results indicate that increased pressure gradients 
and pressure spikes, and therefore increased localized stress concentrations, can be expected for stiffer, 
less compressible oils, which does under transient loading conditions not only affect the outlet but also 
the edges of the roller. 
 
Keywords: Elastohydrodynamic lubrication; Finite line contacts; Sub-surface stress; Transient loading 
 
 
1. Introduction 

The development of low cost-low emission solutions has for the automotive industry become a key area 
of interest due to increasingly stringent CO2 regulations and fuel consumption reduction requirements. 
An estimate of reduced fuel consumption potentially achieved by utilising new technology in passenger 
cars was shown by Holmberg et al. [1] to be in approximately 385000 million litres annually in the long 
term, i.e. in 15-25 years. However, a reduced fuel consumption often requires higher power density and 
the use of low viscosity oils [2]. Low friction alternatives are also being investigated to supersede some 
of the commonly used machine elements in the powertrain today, which have shown potential in 
reducing fuel consumption, such as e.g. the utilisation of crankshaft roller bearings [3,4]. An important 
consequence of the aforementioned approaches to achieve a reduced fuel consumption is that many 
machine elements in the powertrain operates under increased loads and low viscosity conditions 
concurrently, which leads to increased demands on the lubricant performance and an optimisation of the 
durability for such components.  

Bearings, gears and, cam-roller followers are typical machine elements subjected to increasingly 
severe operating conditions, which all operates under elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL). The topic 
of EHL has been the subject of intense research during the last seventy years [5,6], i.e. ever since the 
fundamental understanding of concurrent deformation and viscosity increase due to the pressure 
increase in the lubricated contact was established by Grubin [7] and Ertel [8]. EHL research has since 
then helped engineers and researchers to improve and optimise machine elements while, most often, 
striving for high durability and low friction performance. 

The first EHL solution by Ertel and Grubin [7] highlighted the fact that both the viscosity increase 
of the lubricant and the deformation of the contacting bodies must be considered in order to accurately 
predict the contact pressure and film thickness for non-conformal contacts. An early approach used to 
describe the piezoviscous response of the lubricant was a simple exponential function of viscosity due 
to pressure, usually referred to as the Barus equation [9] and later further developed to include thermal 
effects by Cheng [10]. However, this approach rapidly overestimates viscosity at high pressures,  
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Nomenclature  ��  Hertzian contact radius ��� =' >'?  X-, Y-, Z-component of elastic def. ��� ��  Thermal expansivity vol.-temp. ��ë
�� >  Volume of lubricant ��B� �  Doolittle parameter >3   Volume at ref. state of lubricant ��B� �  Modulus of elasticity ���� >"  Occupied volume ��B� ��  Reduced modulus of elasticity ���� >"3   Reference occupied volume ��B� ���  Equivalent modulus of elasticity ���� F' G' H  Dimensionless spatial coordinates ê  Applied load ��� EI  Crowning design parameter ��� ��  Isothermal bulk modulus, �  ! ����   �"  �� at infinite temperature ���� JK  Temperature coefficient of �� ��
�� ���  Rate of change of �� at �  ! LM  Dimensionless deformation ��� �#�  Rate of change of ��, ���%� PQ  Occupied vol. therm. expansivity ��
�� ��' �(  Design parameters for crowning ��� RS' TS  Lamé parameters ���� &  Length of roller ��� T3  Reference viscosity ���1� �  Mass of moving body �*+� T�  Viscosity at ambient pressure ���1� �  Pressure ���� TM  Dimensionless viscosity ��� �,  Maximum Hertzian pressure ���� U  Poisson’s ratio ��� -  Dimensionless pressure ��� U��   Equivalent Poisson’s ratio ��� /�  Occupied volume fraction at ref. state X  Density �*+9�B� /�  Reduced radius in x-direction ��� X�  Density at ambient pressure �*+9�B� 23  Reference temperature �%� XM  Dimensionless density ��� 24�5   Oil temperature �%� XYZÙ' XYZÚ Artificial diffusion tuning parameter 6�  Entrainment speed �679:� ��91� [�  Dimensionless stress tensor  6' ;' < x-, y-, z-component of elastic def. ���   
 

 
whereas the equation presented by Roelands [11] with similar mathematical simplicity has been widely 
employed to EHL problems due to straightforward implementation and description of a lubricant’s 
viscosity-temperature-pressure behaviour. Furthermore, physically consistent equations based on free 
volume theory such as the Doolittle equation and the modified Williams, Landel and Ferry (WLF) [12] 
have also been applied solving the EHL problem with success. However, with the disadvantage of 
requiring an increased amount of lubricant specific variables to describe the specific lubricant behaviour 
that in combination with a relatively small amount of measurements in the literature have led to the fact 
that the Roelands equation is still widely used in the EHL literature. 

An early approach to also include the compressibility variation following the relatively high 
pressures while solving the EHL problem was presented by Dowson et al. [13]. They proposed a curve 
fit for a mineral oil describing the density-pressure relationship for the specific case, commonly known 
as the Dowson and Higginson equation, where a maximum density increase of approximately 33% was 
achieved for high pressures. However, even though the curve fit equation only describes the specific 
case using a certain mineral oil, the Dowson-Higginson density-pressure relationship has been, and still 
is, widely used due to its simple mathematical description of the compressibility. Jacobson and Vinet 
[14] later presented an equation describing the oil compressibility-pressure behaviour based on 
experiments made under pressures up to 2.2 GPa for different lubricants. This model was incorporated 
into a multilevel solver for the EHL problem by Venner and Bos [15]. By using the Jacobson-Vinet 
equation, Venner and Bos [15] were able to confirm what had been seen previously by researchers, 
namely that the compressibility-pressure relationship influences the magnitude of the Petrusevich spike 
and also the central film thickness, while the minimum film thickness was seen to be barely affected by 
the compressibility [16]–[18], which also elucidated the limitations of using the Dowson-Higginson 
equation.  

Höglund and Larsson [19] described the compressibility and therefore stiffness variations between 
various oils by the molecule structure where e.g. polyalphaolefin, esters and polyglycols, consisting of 
long straight molecules will give a relatively high compressible behaviour and therefore low pressure-
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viscosity coefficient, while mineral oils, e.g. naphthenic oils with ring shaped molecules are harder to 
compress and therefore gives a stiffer behaviour. They also found that a second stress maximum could 
be seen in the von Mises stress field below the pressure spike using a stiff oil, further indicating that the 
compressibility may affect surface fatigue in EHL contacts. Habchi and Bair [20] published a 
compressibility study analysing two extreme cases regarding compressible oils, i.e. a highly 
compressible silicone oil and a less compressible mineral oil and the effect in circular contacts, 
highlighting the importance of accurate lubricant modelling while studying EHL contacts. 

The pressure influence on the lubricant behaviour in EHL contacts has been an important subject 
since the first understanding of EHL contacts and the influence has lately become increasingly 
understood, however, many times studies are conducted using the Dowson and Higginson equation 
combined with a suitable viscosity model. Furthermore, the influence of compressibility and the 
following change in pressure distribution, and thereby the stress field in the material has to the authors’ 
knowledge been studied only to a small extent, which is a subject that becomes important while 
improving durability of machine components by suppressing failure mechanisms such surface and sub-
surface fatigue. Moreover, the influence of compressibility has mainly been investigated during steady 
state conditions analysing point contacts or infinite line contacts, however, an increased understanding 
of how the squeeze term in combination with the entrainment in the contact zone are influenced by the 
compressibility becomes important for improving machine elements that operates under transient 
conditions. Also, the reduction of film thickness at the edges for finite line contacts and the influence 
on pressure depending on the compressibility has not yet been fully established even though many 
machine elements are described by finite line contacts. 

This study does, in order to further enabling optimisation and increase durability of lubricated finite 
line EHL contacts, aim at investigating the effects of compressibility and viscosity on pressure, film 
thickness and sub-surface stress by studying the behaviour of two oils with differences in piezoviscous- 
and compressibility behaviour. Pressure, film thickness and the following sub-surface stress are 
compared and studied under both steady state- and transient operating conditions, where the differences 
in pressure distribution influence how the load is carried by the contacting bodies. The compressibility-
pressure and piezoviscous response are described by the Tait-Doolittle equation using the full data sets 
of two oils, meaning that a relatively accurate modelling of the oils is conducted for the comparison. 
Furthermore, in order to study the specific influence of viscosity and compressibility, the oils are also 
compared to each other using crossed viscosity and compressibility relationships for the two oils, 
meaning that the influence of viscosity and density can be studied independently. 

 
2. Methodology 

In this work, the EHL problem is solved using the model presented by Hultqvist et al. [21] which is 
based on the full-system finite element approach developed by Habchi et al. [22,23] and further 
developed to enable simulation of finite line contacts by Shirzadegan et al. [24] and includes transients 
effects based on the work done by Wijnant [25]. However, the specific areas where changes in the model 
have been employed or needs clarification are presented in this section. Furthermore, Newtonian fluid 
behaviour, smooth surfaces and isothermal operating conditions are assumed.  

The contact geometry was in this work described in the same manner as in Hultqvist et al. [21], 
meaning that the logarithmic crowning presented by Fujiwara and Kawase [26] was utilised. This allows 
the logarithmic crowning to be described by the design parameters EI, �� and �(, while the crowning 
in F-direction is described by a parabola, meaning that the full geometry reads:  

��F' G�  
���
�� F(: �G� � d � �(: '
F(: � /���( �Q �� �d � �d � ��� {� EI�Q|� y:�G� � d^�( 8 dz(� �G� � d � �(: ' (2.1) 

with 

�Q  :����r&�� ` (2.2) 
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2.1. Equivalent elasticity problem 
The deformation occurring in the bodies are in this study solved for using the equivalent elasticity 
formulation described by Habchi [27]. This approach does, due to the fact that the bodies are subjected 
to the same applied boundary load, enable the two problems of deformation to be solved as one, with a 
single, equivalent elasticity. This enables the elasticity of the whole problem to be formulated based on 
the two bodies’ elastic properties according to: 

���  ��(�(�d 8 ;(�( 8 �((���d 8 ;��(����d 8 ;(� 8 �(�d 8 ;���(  (2.3) 

and  

;��  ��;(�d 8 ;(� 8 �(;��d 8 ;�����d 8 ;(� 8 �(�d 8 ;�� ` (2.4) 

In the specific case of a steel-steel contact, it can be assumed that: ��  �(  � and U�  U(  U, 
meaning the stress in one of the two bodies can be calculated based on the combined deformation �=³4³  :=�  :=(� in combination with the equivalent elasticity ����  �9:�, leading to the stress 
in each direction to be written in dimensionless form as following:  

�v��  ��/�-, ��RS 8 :TS� x=xF 8 RS} x>xG 8 RS x?xH �
�v��  ��/�-, {RS x=xF 8 �RS 8 :TS�} x>xG 8 RS x?xH |�v��  ��/�-, {RS x=xF 8 RS} x>xG 8 �RS 8 :TS� x?xH |

�M��  ��/�-, �TS {x>xH 8 } x?xG |�
�M��  ��/�-, �TS {x=xH 8 x?xF |�
�M��  ��/�-, {} x=xG 8 x>xF|

 (2.5) 

Note that these are the same stress equations as if the problem was solved separately in two bodies. The 
dimensionless von Mises stress then reads: 

�v��  ��v��( 8 �v��( 8 �v��( � �v���v�� � �v���v�� � �v���v�� 8 a�M��( 8 a�M��( 8 a�M��( ��9( (2.6) 

From the aforementioned stress equations in Eq. (2.5), the deformations are solved in the same 
manner as presented by Habchi et al. [28], using the stress equilibrium and assuming quasi-static 
deformations: ��;�[��  !' (2.7) 

where [� is the dimensionless stress tensor written as: 

[�   �v�� �M�� �M���M�� �v�� �M���M�� �M�� �v��¡ (2.8) 

2.2. Numerical procedure 
The equivalent elasticity problem makes it possible, as already mention, to solve the problem only once, 
meaning that one domain is sufficient to solve the problem, illustrated in Figure 2.1. The relevant 
boundary conditions are written mathematically as follows [24]: 
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���
�
���
=  >  ?  ! �0^ xV´'

>  ! �0^xV7'
�W $ ·̧  �¹¹  �- �0^µQ'

�W  ! .)º.<�.».`
^ (2.9) 

 

 
Figure 2.1. Computational domain with relevant boundary conditions. 

The discretisation of the domain was done using two dimensional Lagrange quintic elements for the 
hydrodynamic part and three dimensional nodal serendipity cubic elements for the elasticity. In order to 
achieve a sufficiently good resolution of the domain in F- and G-direction without using excessive 
computational power, the elements were allowed to increase in size further away from the contact. The 
elements were also 20 times larger in Y-direction in order to handle the gradients without using an 
excessive amount of elements in X-direction. Furthermore, the same solution procedure as described in 
Hultqvist et al. [21] was used to solve the systems of equation, however, using a dimensionless time 
step of 0.02 and an absolute tolerance for the variables of 0.1. More details about the stationary EHD 
solution can be found in Habchi [22]. 

2.3. Viscosity and compressibility 
The compressibility-pressure and viscosity-pressure models used in this study are described in this 
section for the sake of completeness, where the compressibility of the lubricant was calculated using 
the Tait equation of state (EoS) equation, relating the volume change to pressure according to: 

>>�  d � dd 8 ��� ) �d 8 ��� �d 8 ��®�� (2.10) 

where �  is the pressure, ���  the pressure rate of change of the isothermal bulk modulus at zero 
pressure and �� is the isothermal bulk modulus for a certain temperature at zero pressure, written as: 

��  �" 8 �#�24�5` (2.11) 

This way of expressing the isothermal bulk modulus at zero pressure has drawbacks for high 
temperatures as discussed by Bair [29], however, for the current analysis such temperatures are not 
reached. The volume variation at zero pressure due to the temperature was assumed to follow a linear 
relationship, meaning that: >�>3  d 8 ���24�5 � 23�` (2.12) 
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By assuming constant mass and solving for the density increase due to pressure, the density-pressure 
relationship can simply be written as: 

X��' 24�5�X3  ª�d � dd 8 ��� ) �d 8 ��� �d 8 ��®��� �d 8 ���24�5 � 23��¬

�` (2.13) 

Solving for the viscosity variation due to the pressure using the Doolittle equation includes the 
compressibility relationship described by the Tait EoS, meaning that the viscosity depends on the 
compressibility while using the Tait-Doolittle equations. The Doolittle equation describing the viscosity 
reads: 

T��' 2�  T3 $ ���  �/� ª >" >"3«> >3« � /� $ >" >"3« � dd � /�¬¡' (2.14) 

where the variation of occupied volume is calculated based on the temperature according to:  >"9>"3  d 8 PQ�24�5 � 23� (2.15) 

The investigation of the oils was made by using the real data sets for the specific oils, meaning that 
the actual viscosity-pressure and density-pressure were used. However, in order to investigate the 
influence of the influence of compressibility and viscosity separately, a crossing of viscosity and 
compressibility was done, illustrated in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1. Comparison of the different oils crossing and not crossing lubricant parameters. 

 Compressibility: Mineral oil Compressibility: PAO 
Viscosity: Mineral oil T��W' X��W (Real) T��W' XÎYä (Crossed) 
Viscosity: PAO TÎYä' X��W (Crossed) TÎYä' XÎYä (Real) 

 
3. Results and discussions 

The results from the simulations using two different oils with differences in compressibility-pressure 
and viscosity-pressure behaviour are presented below, not only using the real data sets but also the 
crossed viscosity and compressibility combinations. The compressibility of the oils was described using 
data from literature, see Bair [29], where a polyalphaolefin (PAO) and a model mineral oil, PAO-ISO 
68 and LVI260, respectively, were investigated. The data used to describe the pressure dependency of 
the lubricants are repeated for completeness in Table 3.1, using an ambient density of X��-  !' 2  :!�ë�  o!!^ *+9�B for both oils. Furthermore, the ambient viscosity is described as T�  T�-  !' 24�5  a]`t	�, which is the temperature where the ambient viscosity of the oils is the 
same. 
 

Table 3.1. Lubricant data used for the simulations. 
PAO-ISO 68  T3'ÎYä�:!�	� td`o ���1 ��'ÎYä t $ d!
l �	
� ñò'óôõ §a`o^ ���1 ��'ÎYä�  dd`at^ � öóôõ a`oee^ � �"'ÎYä �!`ottd b�� ÷ò'óôõ !`ee:: � �#�'ÎYä 580.8 b�� $ % Oø'óôõ �d!`a] $ d!
l �	
�    

LVI 260 T3'��W�:!�	� dåa`a ���1 ��'��W e`å:å $ d!
l �	
� ñò'ùúû §a`o^ ���1 ��'��W�  dd`ae^ � öùúû :`]§å^ � �"'��W �!`å§o] b�� ÷ò'ùúû !`t:oe � �#�'��W å]a`å b�� $ % Oø'ùúû �e`]]o $ d!
l �	
�    
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These oils shows a notable difference in compressibility-pressure behaviour, as shown in Figure 3.1, 
where also the isothermal Dowson and Higginson equation is shown as reference. Note that the density 
for the two oils is scaled with the ambient density at the oil temperature. 

 
Figure 3.1. Compressibility of studied oil with the Dowson and Higginson equation included as 

reference. 

The viscosity-pressure behaviour was described using the Doolittle equation with the same oil data 
source as for the compressibility [29]. The viscosity-pressure behaviour of the selected oils at 24�5  a]`t�	 is shown in Figure 3.2. A significant difference in piezoviscous response can be seen where it 
becomes clear that the viscosity of the mineral oil increases significantly faster with pressure compared 
to the PAO. 
 
 

 
Figure 3.2. Viscosity-pressure behaviour of LVI260 and PAO �24�5  a]`t�	^ �. 

It can easily be seen that the sharp viscosity increase due to pressure for the mineral oil means that the 
lubricant becomes relatively solid rapidly, which occurs since the denominator ç> >3« � /� $ >" >"3« è in 
Eq. (2.14) approaches zero for relatively high pressures, meaning that the solution approaches singularity. 
However, in order to avoid excessively high values in the numerical solver, a threshold at T�-  !`t $ d!j� é d!((  was set as a limiting viscosity for the mineral oil in this work, which is 
assumed to hold since the viscosity at this pressure makes the Poiseuille term negligible in the region 
where the pressure exceeds this value, meaning that the Couette term is dominant and the influence of 
viscosity therefore becomes negligible for pressures that exceeds the threshold. Note that this threshold 
approach was only applied for the mineral oil due to its rapid increase in viscosity with pressure. 

The data describing the geometry, material and operating conditions that was used for the analyses 
is presented in Table 3.2, which describes a contact supposed to represent a contact between a rolling 
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element and a bearing inner ring, found in a typical roller bearing lubricated with the oils given above.  

Table 3.2. Geometry, materials parameters, and operating conditions used for the simulations. 

Parameter Value Unit Parameter Value Unit /�~ ]`]^ �� -, d b�� /�� :§`å] �� � !`!d *+ & dd^ �� 6� §^ �91 �� 1^ � 23 20^ �	 �( d^ � 24�5 a]`t* �	 EI d:^ u� XYZÙ 2 � � :!! b�� XYZÚ 0.01 � ; 0.3^ � ) 2 � ê d]!!^ � ±� d!g � �� t§`a^ u�    
* This temperature leads to the ambient viscosity for both oils to be equal. 

 

3.1. Pressure and film thickness analysis 
The difference in viscosity-pressure behaviour between the mineral oil and the PAO was shown to give 
a significant difference in film thickness formation in the EHL contact, meaning that the viscosity-
pressure behaviour in the inlet zone leads to a difference in the amount of oil getting entrained into the 
contact, as can be seen in Figure 3.3. This simply means that an oil with a stiffer behaviour, i.e. higher 
pressure-viscosity coefficient, gives a thicker lubricating film for the same ambient viscosity due to the 
reduced influence of pressure driven flow following the sharp viscosity increase in the inlet zone. 

  

 
Figure 3.3. Film thickness foot print for the mineral oil (left) and PAO (right) using the complete set of 

data for both viscosity and compressibility. 

A relatively large area of reduced central film thickness can be seen for the PAO following the relatively 
high compressibility, meaning that due to the negligible Poiseuille flow, a decreased film thickness will 
be the case due to the increased density as previously discussed by e.g. Venner and Bos [15]. 
Furthermore, It can be seen that the pressure-viscosity behaviour influences the film formation most 
significantly by studying the combination of the mineral oil viscosity and the PAO compressibility and 
vice versa, shown in Figure 3.4. The minimum film thickness at the outer edges of the roller is seen to 
be influenced by the compressibility, however, the compressibility influence on the central film 
thickness is more pronounced.  
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Figure 3.4. Film thickness foot print for crossed combinations of mineral oil viscosity with PAO 

compressibility (left) and PAO viscosity with mineral oil compressibility (right). 

By studying the pressure and film thickness for the two different oils along F at G  ! and along G 
at F  !, a relatively big difference in pressure gradients in both the inlet- and outlet zone of the contact 
along the entrainment direction can be seen, as shown in Figure 3.5. In addition to the high pressure 
gradients, a relatively large Petrusevich spike occurs for the mineral oil compared to the PAO. It can 
also be seen that that the pressure along the roller at F  ! is relatively similar between the two cases, 
even though the film thickness variation is significant.  

Due to the high pressure gradients for the stiff mineral oil, a relatively high stabilisation was applied 
to the solution in order to facilitate convergence. The stabilisation parameter in F-direction, i.e. XYZÙ, 
was set to 1 and was applied to all simulations in order to allow for comparison. This means that the 
maximum value of the pressure peaks gets affected to a certain extent and therefore differ from the 
actual peak value, however, comparatively the same trend can be analysed. 

  
 

  

Figure 3.5. Pressure and film thickness for PAO and mineral oil in entrainment direction at G  ! 
(left) and perpendicular to entrainment direction at F  ! (right). 

By studying the compressibility of the mineral oil in combination with the PAO viscosity, an increased 
pressure spike compared to the case of using the mineral oil viscosity and PAO compressibility can be 
seen. This means that even though the gradients at the inlet and outlet zones are higher for an increased 
viscosity-pressure coefficient, the pressure spike increases for the less compressible case, as shown in 
Figure 3.6. This agrees with e.g. Hamrock [16] who compared an incompressible oil with a compressible 
oil, however, the difference is here shown to stretch along the contact, where also the pressure spike 
stretches to the outer edge of the contact even though the edge effect is supressed by the logarithmic 
crowning. 
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Figure 3.6. Pressure distribution showing the high pressure zone for the combinations: T��W' X��W 

(top left), T��W' XÎYä (top right), TÎYä' X��W (bottom left) and TÎYä' XÎYä (bottom right). 

3.2. Sub-surface stress analysis 
The stress field influence of the lubricant behaviour is related to the changes in pressure distribution, 
where sharper pressure gradients at the outlet zone were seen to increase the stress concentrations close 
to the surface. This means that for relatively compressible oils, such as the PAO in this study, a relatively 
low pressure gradient will occur, meaning that less detrimental stress concentrations occur close to the 
surface. However, for less compressible oils the pressure spike as well as the pressure gradient of the 
outlet increases, leading to sharper deformation and increased stress concentrations close to the surface. 
For the least compressible case in this study, i.e. the mineral oil, it can be seen that the concurrent effect 
of both the relatively high viscosity-pressure increase combined with the relatively low compressibility 
can lead to an additional stress maximum in the vicinity of the surface to occur, as shown in Figure 3.7. 
This follows the increased pressure gradients and pressure spike magnitude following the stiffness of 
the oil. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 3.7. Von Mises subsurface stress along F at G  ! for the combinations: (a) T��W' X��W, (b) T��W' XÎYä, (c) TÎYä' X��W and (d) TÎYä' XÎYä. 

It can be seen by comparing the four different combinations that a sharper viscosity-pressure increase 
and a lower compressibility leads to higher stress concentrations close to the surface, however, with 
reduced sub-surface maximum stress. The difference in maximum stress ranges from 0.6 to 0.579, 
meaning that an approximate increase in stress maximum of 3.5 % can be seen between the mineral oil 
compared to the PAO for the specific operating conditions. However, the change of location of stress 
maximum between the PAO and mineral oil may be detrimental for surface initiated fatigue. Even 
though the von Mises stress does not relate directly to fatigue, a perception of the severity difference 
between the oils is seen.  

Furthermore, the stresses along the roller, i.e. in G-direction, are influenced by the lubricant as well, 
however, the effect is less pronounced than in the entrainment direction, as can be seen in Figure 3.8. 
Due to the narrower pressure distribution following the stiffer oil, a wider area of higher sub-surface 
stresses along the contact will be the case due to the reduced contact width carrying the load. This means 
that the chance of a dislocation in the material being enclosed in the higher stress zone increases.  

 

  

Figure 3.8. Von Mises subsurface stress along G at F  ! for the mineral oil (left) and PAO (right) 
using the complete data sets. 
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3.3. Transient load investigation 
A transient load investigation was conducted in order to study the influence of transient loading 
conditions on the sub-surface stresses. This was done by applying a load that smoothly increases from 
the value of ê to :ê over the dimensionless time \  :`], as illustrated in Figure 3.9. The step was 
described based on the pulse equation presented by Venner [30], according to: 

��\�  
���
�� ê ^ ^ \  !'
d 8 d!
��${ü
üî9(üî
Ø |� ^ ! � \ ¨ :`]':êê \ © :`]`  (3.1) 

 
Figure 3.9. Applied dimensionless load over time using \k  ] and ?  !`].  

Due to the highly transient load, a certain amount of lubricant gets entrapped due to the significant 
viscosity increase and has to move through the contact. This will also initiate oscillations in the system, 
meaning that lubricant waves will continuously go through the contact until the solution settles at the 
steady state value [21,25]. The entrapped lubricant entering- and getting entrapped in the contact during 
the loading phase is shown for both the PAO and mineral oil in Figure 3.10, where the dimensionless 
natural frequency has a value of VW é e`]. 

 

 \  d`t 

 

 \  :`t 

 
Figure 3.10. Film thickness fluctuations for selected time steps: mineral oil (top) and PAO (bottom). 
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It can be seen that the behaviour between the two oils during loading shows the same characteristics as 
for the steady state behaviour relating to the compressibility effects on the central film thickness and 
generally thicker lubricating film for the stiffer oil, also applying to the entrapped lubricant wave.  

The variations in film thickness due to the entrapped lubricant also influence the pressure distribution. 
This means that depending on where the lubricant wave is positioned, a variation in maximum pressure 
position over time will be the case. During the loading phase (\  d`t), the maximum pressure is for 
the mineral oil still found at the Petrusevich spike, while for the PAO the maximum is at the centre of 
the contact, as can be seen in Figure 3.11. However, as the lubricant wave propagates (\  :`t), the 
pressure distribution becomes distorted and the maximum pressure for the mineral oil moves to the 
centre of the contact.  

 

 \  d`t 

 

 \  :`t 

 
Figure 3.11. Pressure distribution for selected time steps showing the influence of entrapped lubricant, 

mineral oil (top) and PAO (bottom). 

The variations in film thickness and pressure distribution was shown to further influence the sub-surface 
stress over time. Meaning that depending on the location of the entrapped lubricant wave in the contact, 
the load is carried differently in the material and therefore the stresses varies, as can be seen in Figure 
3.12. The transient variations of the stresses can be seen to be relatively similar between the two oils, 
however, the variations in pressure in the case of the mineral oil led to a change in maximum stress 
location at \  :`t due to the central pressure exceeding the outlet pressure spike. 
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 \  d`t 

 

 \  :`t 

Figure 3.12. Sub-surface stress variations in the entrainment direction for selected time steps for the 
mineral oil (top) and PAO (bottom) showing the influence of the lubricant wave moving through. 

It can be seen that during the time event of an increased load, the stress becomes distorted due to the 
position of the lubricant wave. In the beginning of the loading event, the stress field is still relatively 
similar to the steady state, however, as the lubricant gets entrapped and is positioned in the outlet (\  :`t), the maxmimum stress location for the mineral oil can be seen to, as previously mentioned, move 
to the middle of the contact. This leads to the stress concentrations close to the surface to be reduced 
relative the sub-surface stresses, further leading to the stress fields between the two oils to be relatively 
similar at \  :`t. 

Furthermore, for the specific roller case, the transient load increases and the logarithmic roller profile 
with the specific roller design values was shown to lead to increased pressures in the outer edges of the 
roller, meaning that an additional pressure spike arise in the G-direction during increased loading. This 
further leads to increased stress concentrations at the edges of the roller, as shown in Figure 3.13. It can 
be seen that already during the loading phase, the maximum stress concentration at the cross-section at F  ! along G moves to the outer edge for the mineral oil. However, for the PAO, the maximum stress 
at this location is still smaller than the maximum stress in the centre of the contact shown in Figure 3.12. 
For the fully loaded case with the lubricant wave present in the contact (\  :`t), the maximum stress 
is for both the PAO and the mineral oil found at the edge of the contact, where the stiffer oil shows a 
higher maximum stress. 
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 \  d`t 

 

 \  :`t 

Figure 3.13. Sub-surface stress variations in the G-direction for selected time steps for mineral oil 
(top) and PAO (bottom) showing the influence of the entrapped lubricant wave moving through. 

4. Conclusions 

A model that enables the study of finite line contacts under transient operating conditions has been used 
and further developed in this work to study the effect and influence of lubricant compressibility- and 
viscosity-pressure behaviour on film thickness, pressure and sub-surface stress. By first conducting an 
investigation assuming steady state conditions, the specific contact could be studied with focus on the 
influence of viscosity-pressure and compressibility-pressure behaviour. This revealed that a stiffer oil 
leads to increased pressure gradients and an increased Petrusevich spike, which may lead to an 
additional stress maximum in the vicinity of the surface in the entrainment direction. However, using a 
less stiff oil showed a more similar behaviour to that of the Hertzian dry contact with less surface 
adjacent stresses.  

A transient investigation was also conducted that allowed for the influence of lubricant entrapments 
seen for highly transient conditions to be studied, with respect to the sub-surface stress field. This 
investigation showed that the stress field varies with time and for certain positions of the lubricant wave 
over time, increased stress concentrations both in the entrainment direction and along the roller width 
occur, whereas for the stiffer oil showing maximum stress concentrations in the vicinity of the surface, 
these can be moved to the centre of the contact due to the changes in pressure distribution over time 
while the lubricant wave passes by. Furthermore, increased stress concentrations were seen at the edges 
of the contact due to the geometry studied, meaning that even though the maximum stress concentrations 
for a logarithmically crowned roller is thought to be in the centre of the contact for steady state 
conditions, this may not be the case during transient conditions. 
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